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Abstract17

Given a symmetric ` × ` matrix M = (mi,j) with entries in {0, 1, ∗}, a graph G and a function18

L : V (G)→ 2[`] (where [`] = {1, 2, . . . , `}), a list M -partition of G with respect to L is a partition19

of V (G) into ` parts, say, V1, V2, . . . , V` such that for each i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , `}, (i) if mi,j = 0 then20

for any u ∈ Vi and v ∈ Vj , uv /∈ E(G), (ii) if mi,j = 1 then for any (distinct) u ∈ Vi and v ∈ Vj ,21

uv ∈ E(G), (iii) for each v ∈ V (G), if v ∈ Vi then i ∈ L(v). We consider the Deletion to List22

M-Partition problem that takes as input a graph G, a list function L : V (G)→ 2[`] and a positive23

integer k. The aim is to determine whether there is a k-sized set S ⊆ V (G) such that G− S has a24

list M -partition. Many important problems like Vertex Cover, Odd Cycle Transversal, Split25

Vertex Deletion, Multiway Cut and Deletion to List Homomorphism are special cases of26

the Deletion to List M-Partition problem. In this paper, we conduct a dichotomy study of the27

parameterized complexity of Deletion to List M-Partition, parameterized by k, (a) when M is28

of order at most 3, and (b) when M is of order 4 with all diagonal entries belonging to {0, 1}.29
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Keywords and phrases list matrix partitions, parameterized dichotomy, Almost 2-SAT, important32
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1 Introduction34

A large number of problems in algorithmic graph theory are of the following two types. (1)35

Given a graph G, can the vertices of G be partitioned subject to a set of constraints? And36

(2) given a graph G and a non-negative integer k, is it possible to delete at most k vertices37

from G so that the vertices of the resulting graph can be partitioned subject to a set of38

constraints? In this paper, we study the parameterized complexity of a family of problems of39

the second type, (with k, the size of the deletion set, as the parameter). We consider those40

partitions that can be characterised by a matrix of order at most 4. In this regard, we follow41

Feder et al. [20], who undertook a similar study of partition problems of the first type.42

Let M be a symmetric ` × ` matrix with entries from {0, 1, ∗}. For a graph G, an43

M-partition V of G is a partition of V (G) into ` parts {V1, V2, . . . , V`} (where some part44

could be empty) such that for every i ∈ [`], (i) Vi is an independent set if mi,i = 0, (ii) G[Vi]45
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2 Deletion to List Matrix-Partition for low-order Matrices

is a clique if mi,i = 1 (and no restriction on Vi if mi,i = ∗); and for distinct indices i, j ∈ [`],46

(iii) Vi and Vj are completely adjacent if mi,j = 1, (iv) Vi and Vj are completely non-adjacent47

if mi,j = 0 (and no restriction on the edges between Vi and Vj if mi,j = ∗). M-Partition48

takes as input a graph G, and the objective is to determine if G admits an M -partition.49

The M-Partition problem encompasses recognition of many graph classes that can be
characterised by a partition of the vertex set satisfying certain constraints. For instance,
consider the following matrices:

M1 =
(

0 ∗
∗ 0

)
M2 =

(
0 ∗
∗ 1

)
M` =


0 ∗ · · · ∗
∗ 0 · · · ∗
...

...
. . .

...
∗ ∗ · · · 0


`×`

The set of graphs that admit an M1-partition and M2-partition are exactly the family of50

bipartite graphs and split graphs, respectively. Note that both bipartite graphs and split51

graphs have polynomial time recognition algorithms [3, 24, 28]. The graphs that admit an52

M`-partition are exactly the graphs that admit a proper colouring using at most ` colours. It53

is well-known that while 2-colouring is polynomial time solvable [3], `-colouring is NP-hard54

for every ` ≥ 3 [23, 22].55

For an ` × ` matrix M , the List M-Partition problem is a generalization of M-56

Partition. Let M be a symmetric ` × ` matrix over {0, 1, ∗}. Given a graph G and a57

function L : V (G)→ 2[`] (L is called a list function, and for each v ∈ V (G), L(v) is called the58

list of v), a list M -partition of G with respect to L (or a list M -partition of G that respects59

L) is an M -partition V = {V1, V2, . . . , V`} of G such that for every vertex v ∈ V (G), if v ∈ Vi60

for some i ∈ [`] then i ∈ L(v). The List M-Partition problem takes as input a graph G,61

a list function L : V (G) → 2[`], and the objective is to determine whether G admits a list62

M -partition of G that respects L. Note that when an instance of List M-Partition has63

the input list function mapping every vertex of V (G) to the entire set [`], then it is also an64

instance of M-Partition (where we forget the list function).65

Both M-Partition and List M-Partition problems have been extensively studied66

in the literature, both for restricted matrices and for restricted graph classes (see, for67

example, [1, 7, 10, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 27, 34] and references therein). The most widely known68

special case of List M-Partition is perhaps the List Colouring problem. The notion of69

studying the restriction of colouring problems with a list of allowed colours on vertices was70

introduced and studied (independently) by Vizing [33] and Erdős et al. [16]. Since its advent,71

the problem has been extensively studied in both graph theory and algorithms [16, 27, 34].72

Another important special case of List M-Partition is the List Homomorphism problem,73

which to the best of our knowledge, was introduced by Feder and Hell [17], and has been74

extensively studied in the literature [1, 10, 13, 14, 15, 19].75

Feder et al. [20] studied List M-Partition, and established a complete classification of76

List M-Partition for small matrices M (into P/NP-hard/quasi polynomial time). Their77

results form a special case of later results due to Feder and Hell [18, Corollary 3.4] on78

constraint satisfaction problems.79

In this paper, we look at the deletion version of List M-Partition, which we call80

Deletion to List M-Partition. The problem is formally defined as follows.81
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1
A

<latexit sha1_base64="amW4q7E8J0m0HP1pFt0UOUZH2aE=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEdDC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp442AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAImhbQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="amW4q7E8J0m0HP1pFt0UOUZH2aE=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEdDC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp442AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAImhbQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="amW4q7E8J0m0HP1pFt0UOUZH2aE=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEdDC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp442AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAImhbQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="amW4q7E8J0m0HP1pFt0UOUZH2aE=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEdDC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp442AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAImhbQ==</latexit>

all others
<latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuFHHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQzYgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJYGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuFHHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQzYgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJYGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuFHHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQzYgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJYGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuFHHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQzYgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJYGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit>

4 ⇥ 4 [0/1 diagonals]
<latexit sha1_base64="eNZb9lK225ribvdnVcfPivYSq3I=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUQhDojBV0W3bisYB8wHUomzbShmWRIMmIZ5iPc+CtuXCji1oU7/8ZMO4K2HgicnHsv954TxIwq7ThfVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6xd/faSiQSkxYWTMhugBRhlJOWppqRbiwJigJGOsH4Kq937ohUVPBbPYmJH6EhpyHFSBupb5/UYU/TiChoSBSI+xR6GXRO3Z/fgKKh4IgpP+vbVafmTAEXiVuQKijQ7NufvYHASUS4xgwp5blOrP0USU0xI1mllygSIzxGQ+IZypG5w0+npjJ4ZJQBDIU0j2s4VX9PpChSahIFpjNCeqTma7n4X81LdHjhp5THiSYczxaFCYNawDwh41gSrNkkt44lNbdCPEISYW1yrJgQ3HnLi6R9VnOdmntTrzYuizjK4AAcgmPggnPQANegCVoAgwfwBF7Aq/VoPVtv1vustWQVM/vgD6yPb2A3nS0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eNZb9lK225ribvdnVcfPivYSq3I=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUQhDojBV0W3bisYB8wHUomzbShmWRIMmIZ5iPc+CtuXCji1oU7/8ZMO4K2HgicnHsv954TxIwq7ThfVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6xd/faSiQSkxYWTMhugBRhlJOWppqRbiwJigJGOsH4Kq937ohUVPBbPYmJH6EhpyHFSBupb5/UYU/TiChoSBSI+xR6GXRO3Z/fgKKh4IgpP+vbVafmTAEXiVuQKijQ7NufvYHASUS4xgwp5blOrP0USU0xI1mllygSIzxGQ+IZypG5w0+npjJ4ZJQBDIU0j2s4VX9PpChSahIFpjNCeqTma7n4X81LdHjhp5THiSYczxaFCYNawDwh41gSrNkkt44lNbdCPEISYW1yrJgQ3HnLi6R9VnOdmntTrzYuizjK4AAcgmPggnPQANegCVoAgwfwBF7Aq/VoPVtv1vustWQVM/vgD6yPb2A3nS0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eNZb9lK225ribvdnVcfPivYSq3I=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUQhDojBV0W3bisYB8wHUomzbShmWRIMmIZ5iPc+CtuXCji1oU7/8ZMO4K2HgicnHsv954TxIwq7ThfVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6xd/faSiQSkxYWTMhugBRhlJOWppqRbiwJigJGOsH4Kq937ohUVPBbPYmJH6EhpyHFSBupb5/UYU/TiChoSBSI+xR6GXRO3Z/fgKKh4IgpP+vbVafmTAEXiVuQKijQ7NufvYHASUS4xgwp5blOrP0USU0xI1mllygSIzxGQ+IZypG5w0+npjJ4ZJQBDIU0j2s4VX9PpChSahIFpjNCeqTma7n4X81LdHjhp5THiSYczxaFCYNawDwh41gSrNkkt44lNbdCPEISYW1yrJgQ3HnLi6R9VnOdmntTrzYuizjK4AAcgmPggnPQANegCVoAgwfwBF7Aq/VoPVtv1vustWQVM/vgD6yPb2A3nS0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eNZb9lK225ribvdnVcfPivYSq3I=">AAACFHicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUZdugkUQhDojBV0W3bisYB8wHUomzbShmWRIMmIZ5iPc+CtuXCji1oU7/8ZMO4K2HgicnHsv954TxIwq7ThfVmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t6xd/faSiQSkxYWTMhugBRhlJOWppqRbiwJigJGOsH4Kq937ohUVPBbPYmJH6EhpyHFSBupb5/UYU/TiChoSBSI+xR6GXRO3Z/fgKKh4IgpP+vbVafmTAEXiVuQKijQ7NufvYHASUS4xgwp5blOrP0USU0xI1mllygSIzxGQ+IZypG5w0+npjJ4ZJQBDIU0j2s4VX9PpChSahIFpjNCeqTma7n4X81LdHjhp5THiSYczxaFCYNawDwh41gSrNkkt44lNbdCPEISYW1yrJgQ3HnLi6R9VnOdmntTrzYuizjK4AAcgmPggnPQANegCVoAgwfwBF7Aq/VoPVtv1vustWQVM/vgD6yPb2A3nS0=</latexit>
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A

<latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86EhhEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86EhhEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86EhhEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1yRVRUzfw8KeblQ/Ooi3CmkK6N0=">AAACHnicbVBNSwMxEJ3121q1evUSFEU8lKwXPRa8eFSwH9BdSjadbYPZ7JJkxbL073jxr3hRUNRfY7ototUHAy/vZZiZF2VSGEvph7ewuLS8srq2Xtmobm5t13aqLZPmmmOTpzLVnYgZlEJh0worsZNpZEkksR3dXkz89h1qI1J1Y0cZhgkbKBELzqyTerVGEOFAqCJLmNXifkzJETkpKwhKQn8+pkKAqv/d0Ksd0DotQf4Sf0YOYIarXu0l6Kc8T1BZLpkxXZ9mNiyYtoJLHFeC3GDG+C0bYNdRxRI0YVFeOiaHTumTONWulCWl+rOjYIkxoyRyP91+QzPvTcT/vG5u4/OwECrLLSo+HRTnktiUTGIjfaGRWzlyhHEt3K6ED5lm3LpwKy4Ef/7kv6R1Wvdp3b+msAZ7sA/H4MMZNOASrqAJHB7gCV7hzXv0nr33aVwL3iy3XfgF7/MLVQSfhQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1yRVRUzfw8KeblQ/Ooi3CmkK6N0=">AAACHnicbVBNSwMxEJ3121q1evUSFEU8lKwXPRa8eFSwH9BdSjadbYPZ7JJkxbL073jxr3hRUNRfY7ototUHAy/vZZiZF2VSGEvph7ewuLS8srq2Xtmobm5t13aqLZPmmmOTpzLVnYgZlEJh0worsZNpZEkksR3dXkz89h1qI1J1Y0cZhgkbKBELzqyTerVGEOFAqCJLmNXifkzJETkpKwhKQn8+pkKAqv/d0Ksd0DotQf4Sf0YOYIarXu0l6Kc8T1BZLpkxXZ9mNiyYtoJLHFeC3GDG+C0bYNdRxRI0YVFeOiaHTumTONWulCWl+rOjYIkxoyRyP91+QzPvTcT/vG5u4/OwECrLLSo+HRTnktiUTGIjfaGRWzlyhHEt3K6ED5lm3LpwKy4Ef/7kv6R1Wvdp3b+msAZ7sA/H4MMZNOASrqAJHB7gCV7hzXv0nr33aVwL3iy3XfgF7/MLVQSfhQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yotudLhXFiojDjw8AT+skKWtuWc=">AAACKXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWBRxUTJudFl047KCfUCnlEzmThuayQxJRixDf8eNv+JGQVG3/ojptEhtPXDh5Nx7yL3HTwTXhpBPZ2l5ZXVtvbBR3Nza3tkt7e03dJwqBnUWi1i1fKpBcAl1w42AVqKARr6Apj+4Hveb96A0j+WdGSbQiWhP8pAzaqzULVU9H3pcZklEjeIPI4JP8FlenpcTMvuYCB7I4NfQLZVJheTAi8SdkjKaotYtvXpBzNIIpGGCat12SWI6GVWGMwGjopdqSCgb0B60LZU0At3J8ktH+NgqAQ5jZUsanKuzjoxGWg8j307a/fp6vjcW/+u1UxNedjIuk9SAZJOPwlRgE+NxbDjgCpgRQ0soU9zuilmfKsqMDbdoQ3DnT14kjfOKSyruLSlXr6ZxFNAhOkKnyEUXqIpuUA3VEUOP6Bm9oXfnyXlxPpyvyeiSM/UcoD9wvn8AOgqhFQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86EhhEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86EhhEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86EhhEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86EhhEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86EhhEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6owTXNtC93jqeRJP0A+xQ6amPBw=">AAACKXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0URFyURQZdFNy4r2Ac0pUwmN+3QySTMTMQS+jtu/BU3Coq69UecpkVq64ELZ869h7n3+AlnSjvOp1VYWl5ZXSuulzY2t7Z37N29hopTSaFOYx7Llk8UcCagrpnm0EokkMjn0PQH1+N+8x6kYrG408MEOhHpCRYySrSRunbV86HHRJZEREv2MHLwMT7Ny/Ny4sw+JoIHIvg1dO2yU3Fy4EXiTkkZTVHr2q9eENM0AqEpJ0q1XSfRnYxIzSiHUclLFSSEDkgP2oYKEoHqZPmlI3xklACHsTQlNM7VWUdGIqWGkW8mzX59Nd8bi//12qkOLzsZE0mqQdDJR2HKsY7xODYcMAlU86EhhEpmdsW0TySh2oRbMiG48ycvksZZxXUq7u15uXo1jaOIDtAhOkEuukBVdINqqI4oekTP6A29W0/Wi/VhfU1GC9bUs4/+wPr+ATtKoRk=</latexit>

(as a sub-matrix)
<latexit sha1_base64="Bxuimj0i503EZPOl7NoURKj2aZs=">AAACAXicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+ndoINotBiIXhTgQtgzaWEcwHJEfY22ySJbt7x+6eJByx8a/YWChi67+w89+4Sa7Q6IOBx3szzMwLY8608bwvJ7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube+4u3t1HSWK0BqJeKSaIdaUM0lrhhlOm7GiWIScNsLh9dRv3FOlWSTvzDimgcB9yXqMYGOljnvQFmE0SktYI4x0Ep4KbBQbnUw6btErezOgv8TPSBEyVDvuZ7sbkURQaQjHWrd8LzZBipVhhNNJoZ1oGmMyxH3aslRiQXWQzj6YoGOrdFEvUrakQTP150SKhdZjEdpOe+BAL3pT8T+vlZjeZZAyGSeGSjJf1Es4MhGaxoG6TFFi+NgSTBSztyIywAoTY0Mr2BD8xZf/kvpZ2ffK/u15sXKVxZGHQziCEvhwARW4gSrUgMADPMELvDqPzrPz5rzPW3NONrMPv+B8fAPPkJZ3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bxuimj0i503EZPOl7NoURKj2aZs=">AAACAXicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+ndoINotBiIXhTgQtgzaWEcwHJEfY22ySJbt7x+6eJByx8a/YWChi67+w89+4Sa7Q6IOBx3szzMwLY8608bwvJ7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube+4u3t1HSWK0BqJeKSaIdaUM0lrhhlOm7GiWIScNsLh9dRv3FOlWSTvzDimgcB9yXqMYGOljnvQFmE0SktYI4x0Ep4KbBQbnUw6btErezOgv8TPSBEyVDvuZ7sbkURQaQjHWrd8LzZBipVhhNNJoZ1oGmMyxH3aslRiQXWQzj6YoGOrdFEvUrakQTP150SKhdZjEdpOe+BAL3pT8T+vlZjeZZAyGSeGSjJf1Es4MhGaxoG6TFFi+NgSTBSztyIywAoTY0Mr2BD8xZf/kvpZ2ffK/u15sXKVxZGHQziCEvhwARW4gSrUgMADPMELvDqPzrPz5rzPW3NONrMPv+B8fAPPkJZ3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bxuimj0i503EZPOl7NoURKj2aZs=">AAACAXicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+ndoINotBiIXhTgQtgzaWEcwHJEfY22ySJbt7x+6eJByx8a/YWChi67+w89+4Sa7Q6IOBx3szzMwLY8608bwvJ7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube+4u3t1HSWK0BqJeKSaIdaUM0lrhhlOm7GiWIScNsLh9dRv3FOlWSTvzDimgcB9yXqMYGOljnvQFmE0SktYI4x0Ep4KbBQbnUw6btErezOgv8TPSBEyVDvuZ7sbkURQaQjHWrd8LzZBipVhhNNJoZ1oGmMyxH3aslRiQXWQzj6YoGOrdFEvUrakQTP150SKhdZjEdpOe+BAL3pT8T+vlZjeZZAyGSeGSjJf1Es4MhGaxoG6TFFi+NgSTBSztyIywAoTY0Mr2BD8xZf/kvpZ2ffK/u15sXKVxZGHQziCEvhwARW4gSrUgMADPMELvDqPzrPz5rzPW3NONrMPv+B8fAPPkJZ3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Bxuimj0i503EZPOl7NoURKj2aZs=">AAACAXicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+ndoINotBiIXhTgQtgzaWEcwHJEfY22ySJbt7x+6eJByx8a/YWChi67+w89+4Sa7Q6IOBx3szzMwLY8608bwvJ7e0vLK6ll8vbGxube+4u3t1HSWK0BqJeKSaIdaUM0lrhhlOm7GiWIScNsLh9dRv3FOlWSTvzDimgcB9yXqMYGOljnvQFmE0SktYI4x0Ep4KbBQbnUw6btErezOgv8TPSBEyVDvuZ7sbkURQaQjHWrd8LzZBipVhhNNJoZ1oGmMyxH3aslRiQXWQzj6YoGOrdFEvUrakQTP150SKhdZjEdpOe+BAL3pT8T+vlZjeZZAyGSeGSjJf1Es4MhGaxoG6TFFi+NgSTBSztyIywAoTY0Mr2BD8xZf/kvpZ2ffK/u15sXKVxZGHQziCEvhwARW4gSrUgMADPMELvDqPzrPz5rzPW3NONrMPv+B8fAPPkJZ3</latexit>

all others
<latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuFHHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQzYgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJYGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuFHHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQzYgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJYGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuFHHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQzYgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJYGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="T4QFT4/gM/1aZaWO6+l4VTGdMJE=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFl047KCfUBbSibNtKF5DMkdtYz9FDcuFHHrl7jzb0zbWWjrgcDhnHO5NydKBLcQBN/eyura+sZmYau4vbO7t++XDhpWp4ayOtVCm1ZELBNcsTpwEKyVGEZkJFgzGl1P/eY9M5ZrdQfjhHUlGSgec0rAST2/1JGRfsyIEFjD0AUnPb8cVIIZ8DIJc1JGOWo9/6vT1zSVTAEVxNp2GCTQzYgBTgWbFDupZQmhIzJgbUcVkcx2s9npE3zilD6OtXFPAZ6pvycyIq0dy8glJYGhXfSm4n9eO4X4sptxlaTAFJ0vilOBQeNpD7jPDaMgxo4Qari7FdMhMYSCK6HoSggXv7xMGmeVMKiEt+fl6lVeRwEdoWN0ikJ0garoBtVQHVH0gJ7RK3rznrwX7937mEdXvHzmEP2B9/kDvwSUTQ==</latexit>

NP-hard
<latexit sha1_base64="XhJQktVGktD2jzZ+zUvwT3O5xns=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwY0lE0GXRjSupYB/QhDKZTtqh8wgzE7GG4K+4caGIW//DnX/jtM1CWw9cOJxzL/feEyWMauN5387C4tLyympprby+sbm17e7sNrVMFSYNLJlU7QhpwqggDUMNI+1EEcQjRlrR8Grst+6J0lSKOzNKSMhRX9CYYmSs1HX3Ax7JhywLdAxv6vnJAKle3nUrXtWbAM4TvyAVUKDedb+CnsQpJ8JghrTu+F5iwgwpQzEjeTlINUkQHqI+6VgqECc6zCbX5/DIKj0YS2VLGDhRf09kiGs94pHt5MgM9Kw3Fv/zOqmJL8KMiiQ1RODpojhl0Eg4jgL2qCLYsJElCCtqb4XY/o+wsYGVbQj+7MvzpHla9b2qf3tWqV0WcZTAATgEx8AH56AGrkEdNAAGj+AZvII358l5cd6dj2nrglPM7IE/cD5/AHMYlTQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XhJQktVGktD2jzZ+zUvwT3O5xns=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwY0lE0GXRjSupYB/QhDKZTtqh8wgzE7GG4K+4caGIW//DnX/jtM1CWw9cOJxzL/feEyWMauN5387C4tLyympprby+sbm17e7sNrVMFSYNLJlU7QhpwqggDUMNI+1EEcQjRlrR8Grst+6J0lSKOzNKSMhRX9CYYmSs1HX3Ax7JhywLdAxv6vnJAKle3nUrXtWbAM4TvyAVUKDedb+CnsQpJ8JghrTu+F5iwgwpQzEjeTlINUkQHqI+6VgqECc6zCbX5/DIKj0YS2VLGDhRf09kiGs94pHt5MgM9Kw3Fv/zOqmJL8KMiiQ1RODpojhl0Eg4jgL2qCLYsJElCCtqb4XY/o+wsYGVbQj+7MvzpHla9b2qf3tWqV0WcZTAATgEx8AH56AGrkEdNAAGj+AZvII358l5cd6dj2nrglPM7IE/cD5/AHMYlTQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XhJQktVGktD2jzZ+zUvwT3O5xns=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwY0lE0GXRjSupYB/QhDKZTtqh8wgzE7GG4K+4caGIW//DnX/jtM1CWw9cOJxzL/feEyWMauN5387C4tLyympprby+sbm17e7sNrVMFSYNLJlU7QhpwqggDUMNI+1EEcQjRlrR8Grst+6J0lSKOzNKSMhRX9CYYmSs1HX3Ax7JhywLdAxv6vnJAKle3nUrXtWbAM4TvyAVUKDedb+CnsQpJ8JghrTu+F5iwgwpQzEjeTlINUkQHqI+6VgqECc6zCbX5/DIKj0YS2VLGDhRf09kiGs94pHt5MgM9Kw3Fv/zOqmJL8KMiiQ1RODpojhl0Eg4jgL2qCLYsJElCCtqb4XY/o+wsYGVbQj+7MvzpHla9b2qf3tWqV0WcZTAATgEx8AH56AGrkEdNAAGj+AZvII358l5cd6dj2nrglPM7IE/cD5/AHMYlTQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XhJQktVGktD2jzZ+zUvwT3O5xns=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVHzs3g0VwY0lE0GXRjSupYB/QhDKZTtqh8wgzE7GG4K+4caGIW//DnX/jtM1CWw9cOJxzL/feEyWMauN5387C4tLyympprby+sbm17e7sNrVMFSYNLJlU7QhpwqggDUMNI+1EEcQjRlrR8Grst+6J0lSKOzNKSMhRX9CYYmSs1HX3Ax7JhywLdAxv6vnJAKle3nUrXtWbAM4TvyAVUKDedb+CnsQpJ8JghrTu+F5iwgwpQzEjeTlINUkQHqI+6VgqECc6zCbX5/DIKj0YS2VLGDhRf09kiGs94pHt5MgM9Kw3Fv/zOqmJL8KMiiQ1RODpojhl0Eg4jgL2qCLYsJElCCtqb4XY/o+wsYGVbQj+7MvzpHla9b2qf3tWqV0WcZTAATgEx8AH56AGrkEdNAAGj+AZvII358l5cd6dj2nrglPM7IE/cD5/AHMYlTQ=</latexit>

P<latexit sha1_base64="XjLjbtMcR9RlGGL9oOPx672WXok=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOzxGeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNlJbzJkdnaZmRXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KUymM9bxvsra+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bJsk0xyZPZKI7ITMohcKmFVZiJ9XI4lBiOxzfzfz2E2ojEvVoJykGMRsqEQnOrJPaec9EtDHtV6pezZuDrhK/IFUo0OhXvnqDhGcxKsslM6bre6kNcqat4BKn5V5mMGV8zIbYdVSxGE2Qz8+d0nOnDGiUaFfK0rn6eyJnsTGTOHSdMbMjs+zNxP+8bmajmyAXKs0sKr5YFGWS2oTOfqcDoZFbOXGEcS3crZSPmGbcuoTKLgR/+eVV0rqs+V7Nf7iq1m+LOEpwCmdwAT5cQx3uoQFN4DCGZ3iFN5KSF/JOPhata6SYOYE/IJ8/DEqPXQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XjLjbtMcR9RlGGL9oOPx672WXok=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOzxGeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNlJbzJkdnaZmRXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KUymM9bxvsra+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bJsk0xyZPZKI7ITMohcKmFVZiJ9XI4lBiOxzfzfz2E2ojEvVoJykGMRsqEQnOrJPaec9EtDHtV6pezZuDrhK/IFUo0OhXvnqDhGcxKsslM6bre6kNcqat4BKn5V5mMGV8zIbYdVSxGE2Qz8+d0nOnDGiUaFfK0rn6eyJnsTGTOHSdMbMjs+zNxP+8bmajmyAXKs0sKr5YFGWS2oTOfqcDoZFbOXGEcS3crZSPmGbcuoTKLgR/+eVV0rqs+V7Nf7iq1m+LOEpwCmdwAT5cQx3uoQFN4DCGZ3iFN5KSF/JOPhata6SYOYE/IJ8/DEqPXQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XjLjbtMcR9RlGGL9oOPx672WXok=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOzxGeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNlJbzJkdnaZmRXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KUymM9bxvsra+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bJsk0xyZPZKI7ITMohcKmFVZiJ9XI4lBiOxzfzfz2E2ojEvVoJykGMRsqEQnOrJPaec9EtDHtV6pezZuDrhK/IFUo0OhXvnqDhGcxKsslM6bre6kNcqat4BKn5V5mMGV8zIbYdVSxGE2Qz8+d0nOnDGiUaFfK0rn6eyJnsTGTOHSdMbMjs+zNxP+8bmajmyAXKs0sKr5YFGWS2oTOfqcDoZFbOXGEcS3crZSPmGbcuoTKLgR/+eVV0rqs+V7Nf7iq1m+LOEpwCmdwAT5cQx3uoQFN4DCGZ3iFN5KSF/JOPhata6SYOYE/IJ8/DEqPXQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XjLjbtMcR9RlGGL9oOPx672WXok=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOzxGeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNlJbzJkdnaZmRXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KUymM9bxvsra+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bJsk0xyZPZKI7ITMohcKmFVZiJ9XI4lBiOxzfzfz2E2ojEvVoJykGMRsqEQnOrJPaec9EtDHtV6pezZuDrhK/IFUo0OhXvnqDhGcxKsslM6bre6kNcqat4BKn5V5mMGV8zIbYdVSxGE2Qz8+d0nOnDGiUaFfK0rn6eyJnsTGTOHSdMbMjs+zNxP+8bmajmyAXKs0sKr5YFGWS2oTOfqcDoZFbOXGEcS3crZSPmGbcuoTKLgR/+eVV0rqs+V7Nf7iq1m+LOEpwCmdwAT5cQx3uoQFN4DCGZ3iFN5KSF/JOPhata6SYOYE/IJ8/DEqPXQ==</latexit>

FPT<latexit sha1_base64="YNncyLyJq8LKICoaTTn4WQRAUJU=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegIB4j5CXJEmYns8mQeSwzs0JY8hVePCji1c/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1Rwpmxvv/tFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHLqFQT2iSKK92JsKGcSdq0zHLaSTTFIuK0HY1vZ377iWrDlGzYSUJDgYeSxYxg66THrGdidFdvTPvlil/150CrJMhJBXLU++Wv3kCRVFBpCcfGdAM/sWGGtWWE02mplxqaYDLGQ9p1VGJBTZjND56iM6cMUKy0K2nRXP09kWFhzERErlNgOzLL3kz8z+umNr4OMyaT1FJJFovilCOr0Ox7NGCaEssnjmCimbsVkRHWmFiXUcmFECy/vEpaF9XArwYPl5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowT3UoQkEBDzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx9EuZAL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNncyLyJq8LKICoaTTn4WQRAUJU=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegIB4j5CXJEmYns8mQeSwzs0JY8hVePCji1c/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1Rwpmxvv/tFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHLqFQT2iSKK92JsKGcSdq0zHLaSTTFIuK0HY1vZ377iWrDlGzYSUJDgYeSxYxg66THrGdidFdvTPvlil/150CrJMhJBXLU++Wv3kCRVFBpCcfGdAM/sWGGtWWE02mplxqaYDLGQ9p1VGJBTZjND56iM6cMUKy0K2nRXP09kWFhzERErlNgOzLL3kz8z+umNr4OMyaT1FJJFovilCOr0Ox7NGCaEssnjmCimbsVkRHWmFiXUcmFECy/vEpaF9XArwYPl5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowT3UoQkEBDzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx9EuZAL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNncyLyJq8LKICoaTTn4WQRAUJU=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegIB4j5CXJEmYns8mQeSwzs0JY8hVePCji1c/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1Rwpmxvv/tFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHLqFQT2iSKK92JsKGcSdq0zHLaSTTFIuK0HY1vZ377iWrDlGzYSUJDgYeSxYxg66THrGdidFdvTPvlil/150CrJMhJBXLU++Wv3kCRVFBpCcfGdAM/sWGGtWWE02mplxqaYDLGQ9p1VGJBTZjND56iM6cMUKy0K2nRXP09kWFhzERErlNgOzLL3kz8z+umNr4OMyaT1FJJFovilCOr0Ox7NGCaEssnjmCimbsVkRHWmFiXUcmFECy/vEpaF9XArwYPl5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowT3UoQkEBDzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx9EuZAL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YNncyLyJq8LKICoaTTn4WQRAUJU=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMegIB4j5CXJEmYns8mQeSwzs0JY8hVePCji1c/x5t84SfagiQUNRVU33V1Rwpmxvv/tFdbWNza3itulnd29/YPy4VHLqFQT2iSKK92JsKGcSdq0zHLaSTTFIuK0HY1vZ377iWrDlGzYSUJDgYeSxYxg66THrGdidFdvTPvlil/150CrJMhJBXLU++Wv3kCRVFBpCcfGdAM/sWGGtWWE02mplxqaYDLGQ9p1VGJBTZjND56iM6cMUKy0K2nRXP09kWFhzERErlNgOzLL3kz8z+umNr4OMyaT1FJJFovilCOr0Ox7NGCaEssnjmCimbsVkRHWmFiXUcmFECy/vEpaF9XArwYPl5XaTR5HEU7gFM4hgCuowT3UoQkEBDzDK7x52nvx3r2PRWvBy2eO4Q+8zx9EuZAL</latexit>

para-NP-
<latexit sha1_base64="YlLBNdCAvkcHFCQAFa0kg/uR8ps=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBovgpiURQZdFN66kgn1AE8pkOmmHziPMTMQSAv6KGxeKuPU73Pk3TtsstPXAhcM593LvPVHCqDae9+0sLa+srq2XNsqbW9s7u+7efkvLVGHSxJJJ1YmQJowK0jTUMNJJFEE8YqQdja4nfvuBKE2luDfjhIQcDQSNKUbGSj33MOCRfMwSpFA1C3QMbxt5Ne+5Fa/mTQEXiV+QCijQ6LlfQV/ilBNhMENad30vMWGGlKGYkbwcpJokCI/QgHQtFYgTHWbT83N4YpU+jKWyJQycqr8nMsS1HvPIdnJkhnrem4j/ed3UxJdhRkWSGiLwbFGcMmgknGQB+1QRbNjYEoQVtbdCPLRJYGMTK9sQ/PmXF0nrrOZ7Nf/uvFK/KuIogSNwDE6BDy5AHdyABmgCDDLwDF7Bm/PkvDjvzsesdckpZg7AHzifP+x9lXA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YlLBNdCAvkcHFCQAFa0kg/uR8ps=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBovgpiURQZdFN66kgn1AE8pkOmmHziPMTMQSAv6KGxeKuPU73Pk3TtsstPXAhcM593LvPVHCqDae9+0sLa+srq2XNsqbW9s7u+7efkvLVGHSxJJJ1YmQJowK0jTUMNJJFEE8YqQdja4nfvuBKE2luDfjhIQcDQSNKUbGSj33MOCRfMwSpFA1C3QMbxt5Ne+5Fa/mTQEXiV+QCijQ6LlfQV/ilBNhMENad30vMWGGlKGYkbwcpJokCI/QgHQtFYgTHWbT83N4YpU+jKWyJQycqr8nMsS1HvPIdnJkhnrem4j/ed3UxJdhRkWSGiLwbFGcMmgknGQB+1QRbNjYEoQVtbdCPLRJYGMTK9sQ/PmXF0nrrOZ7Nf/uvFK/KuIogSNwDE6BDy5AHdyABmgCDDLwDF7Bm/PkvDjvzsesdckpZg7AHzifP+x9lXA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YlLBNdCAvkcHFCQAFa0kg/uR8ps=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBovgpiURQZdFN66kgn1AE8pkOmmHziPMTMQSAv6KGxeKuPU73Pk3TtsstPXAhcM593LvPVHCqDae9+0sLa+srq2XNsqbW9s7u+7efkvLVGHSxJJJ1YmQJowK0jTUMNJJFEE8YqQdja4nfvuBKE2luDfjhIQcDQSNKUbGSj33MOCRfMwSpFA1C3QMbxt5Ne+5Fa/mTQEXiV+QCijQ6LlfQV/ilBNhMENad30vMWGGlKGYkbwcpJokCI/QgHQtFYgTHWbT83N4YpU+jKWyJQycqr8nMsS1HvPIdnJkhnrem4j/ed3UxJdhRkWSGiLwbFGcMmgknGQB+1QRbNjYEoQVtbdCPLRJYGMTK9sQ/PmXF0nrrOZ7Nf/uvFK/KuIogSNwDE6BDy5AHdyABmgCDDLwDF7Bm/PkvDjvzsesdckpZg7AHzifP+x9lXA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YlLBNdCAvkcHFCQAFa0kg/uR8ps=">AAAB/nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFVduBovgpiURQZdFN66kgn1AE8pkOmmHziPMTMQSAv6KGxeKuPU73Pk3TtsstPXAhcM593LvPVHCqDae9+0sLa+srq2XNsqbW9s7u+7efkvLVGHSxJJJ1YmQJowK0jTUMNJJFEE8YqQdja4nfvuBKE2luDfjhIQcDQSNKUbGSj33MOCRfMwSpFA1C3QMbxt5Ne+5Fa/mTQEXiV+QCijQ6LlfQV/ilBNhMENad30vMWGGlKGYkbwcpJokCI/QgHQtFYgTHWbT83N4YpU+jKWyJQycqr8nMsS1HvPIdnJkhnrem4j/ed3UxJdhRkWSGiLwbFGcMmgknGQB+1QRbNjYEoQVtbdCPLRJYGMTK9sQ/PmXF0nrrOZ7Nf/uvFK/KuIogSNwDE6BDy5AHdyABmgCDDLwDF7Bm/PkvDjvzsesdckpZg7AHzifP+x9lXA=</latexit>

hard
<latexit sha1_base64="MZ8h4brgPqL31vTHKgG29YY1jLk=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiG5cV7APaoWQymTY0jyHJiGXoZ7hxoYhbv8adf2PazkJbDwQO59xL7jlRypmxvv/tldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHbqEwT2iKKK92NsKGcSdqyzHLaTTXFIuK0E41vZ37nkWrDlHywk5SGAg8lSxjB1km9vojUUz7COp4OqjW/7s+BVklQkBoUaA6qX/1YkUxQaQnHxvQCP7VhjrVlhNNppZ8ZmmIyxkPac1RiQU2Yz0+eojOnxChR2j1p0Vz9vZFjYcxERG5SYDsyy95M/M/rZTa5DnMm08xSSRYfJRlHVqFZfhQzTYnlE0cw0czdiojLj4l1LVVcCcFy5FXSvqgHfj24v6w1boo6ynACp3AOAVxBA+6gCS0goOAZXuHNs96L9+59LEZLXrFzDH/gff4AyP+RkQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MZ8h4brgPqL31vTHKgG29YY1jLk=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiG5cV7APaoWQymTY0jyHJiGXoZ7hxoYhbv8adf2PazkJbDwQO59xL7jlRypmxvv/tldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHbqEwT2iKKK92NsKGcSdqyzHLaTTXFIuK0E41vZ37nkWrDlHywk5SGAg8lSxjB1km9vojUUz7COp4OqjW/7s+BVklQkBoUaA6qX/1YkUxQaQnHxvQCP7VhjrVlhNNppZ8ZmmIyxkPac1RiQU2Yz0+eojOnxChR2j1p0Vz9vZFjYcxERG5SYDsyy95M/M/rZTa5DnMm08xSSRYfJRlHVqFZfhQzTYnlE0cw0czdiojLj4l1LVVcCcFy5FXSvqgHfj24v6w1boo6ynACp3AOAVxBA+6gCS0goOAZXuHNs96L9+59LEZLXrFzDH/gff4AyP+RkQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MZ8h4brgPqL31vTHKgG29YY1jLk=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiG5cV7APaoWQymTY0jyHJiGXoZ7hxoYhbv8adf2PazkJbDwQO59xL7jlRypmxvv/tldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHbqEwT2iKKK92NsKGcSdqyzHLaTTXFIuK0E41vZ37nkWrDlHywk5SGAg8lSxjB1km9vojUUz7COp4OqjW/7s+BVklQkBoUaA6qX/1YkUxQaQnHxvQCP7VhjrVlhNNppZ8ZmmIyxkPac1RiQU2Yz0+eojOnxChR2j1p0Vz9vZFjYcxERG5SYDsyy95M/M/rZTa5DnMm08xSSRYfJRlHVqFZfhQzTYnlE0cw0czdiojLj4l1LVVcCcFy5FXSvqgHfj24v6w1boo6ynACp3AOAVxBA+6gCS0goOAZXuHNs96L9+59LEZLXrFzDH/gff4AyP+RkQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MZ8h4brgPqL31vTHKgG29YY1jLk=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsyIoMuiG5cV7APaoWQymTY0jyHJiGXoZ7hxoYhbv8adf2PazkJbDwQO59xL7jlRypmxvv/tldbWNza3ytuVnd29/YPq4VHbqEwT2iKKK92NsKGcSdqyzHLaTTXFIuK0E41vZ37nkWrDlHywk5SGAg8lSxjB1km9vojUUz7COp4OqjW/7s+BVklQkBoUaA6qX/1YkUxQaQnHxvQCP7VhjrVlhNNppZ8ZmmIyxkPac1RiQU2Yz0+eojOnxChR2j1p0Vz9vZFjYcxERG5SYDsyy95M/M/rZTa5DnMm08xSSRYfJRlHVqFZfhQzTYnlE0cw0czdiojLj4l1LVVcCcFy5FXSvqgHfj24v6w1boo6ynACp3AOAVxBA+6gCS0goOAZXuHNs96L9+59LEZLXrFzDH/gff4AyP+RkQ==</latexit>

}
<latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit>

}
<latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit>}

<latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit>

}
<latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RlH2tdjr0xMRC8QkwnZnHd0h1Fs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cq9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gMvHhTx6j/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpoTftu1Wv5s1BVolfkCoUaPTdr94gYVnMFTJJjen6XopBTjUKJvm00ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE2Qzy+dkjOrDEiUaFsKyVz9PZHT2JhJHNrOmOLILHsz8T+vm2F0HeRCpRlyxRaLokwSTMjsbTIQmjOUE0so08LeStiIasrQhlOxIfjLL6+S1kXN92r+/WW1flPEUYYTOIVz8OEK6nAHDWgCgwie4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/noyNZw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="w3IF8A6iIHhwZjPPp013CkPMNvs=">AAACK3icbVBLSwMxEM7WV62vqkcvwaJID2VXBD2WevFYwT6gW0o2O9uGZrNLkhXL0v/jxb/iQQ8+8Or/MN0WH60DE775Zj4y83kxZ0rb9puVW1peWV3Lrxc2Nre2d4q7e00VJZJCg0Y8km2PKOBMQEMzzaEdSyChx6HlDS8n/dYtSMUicaNHMXRD0hcsYJRoQ/WKNdeDPhNpHBIt2d0Yl/ExxrZ5HOy6GShnaQrnpwDhf0t6xZJdsbPAi8CZgRKaRb1XfHL9iCYhCE05Uarj2LHupkRqRjmMC26iICZ0SPrQMVCQEFQ3zW4d4yPD+DiIpEmhccb+VqQkVGoUembS7DdQ870J+V+vk+jgopsyEScaBJ1+FCQc6whPjMM+k0A1HxlAqGRmV0wHRBKqjb0FY4Izf/IiaJ5WHLviXJ+VqrWZHXl0gA7RCXLQOaqiK1RHDUTRPXpEL+jVerCerXfrYzqas2aaffQnrM8vDgehdQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w3IF8A6iIHhwZjPPp013CkPMNvs=">AAACK3icbVBLSwMxEM7WV62vqkcvwaJID2VXBD2WevFYwT6gW0o2O9uGZrNLkhXL0v/jxb/iQQ8+8Or/MN0WH60DE775Zj4y83kxZ0rb9puVW1peWV3Lrxc2Nre2d4q7e00VJZJCg0Y8km2PKOBMQEMzzaEdSyChx6HlDS8n/dYtSMUicaNHMXRD0hcsYJRoQ/WKNdeDPhNpHBIt2d0Yl/ExxrZ5HOy6GShnaQrnpwDhf0t6xZJdsbPAi8CZgRKaRb1XfHL9iCYhCE05Uarj2LHupkRqRjmMC26iICZ0SPrQMVCQEFQ3zW4d4yPD+DiIpEmhccb+VqQkVGoUembS7DdQ870J+V+vk+jgopsyEScaBJ1+FCQc6whPjMM+k0A1HxlAqGRmV0wHRBKqjb0FY4Izf/IiaJ5WHLviXJ+VqrWZHXl0gA7RCXLQOaqiK1RHDUTRPXpEL+jVerCerXfrYzqas2aaffQnrM8vDgehdQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w3IF8A6iIHhwZjPPp013CkPMNvs=">AAACK3icbVBLSwMxEM7WV62vqkcvwaJID2VXBD2WevFYwT6gW0o2O9uGZrNLkhXL0v/jxb/iQQ8+8Or/MN0WH60DE775Zj4y83kxZ0rb9puVW1peWV3Lrxc2Nre2d4q7e00VJZJCg0Y8km2PKOBMQEMzzaEdSyChx6HlDS8n/dYtSMUicaNHMXRD0hcsYJRoQ/WKNdeDPhNpHBIt2d0Yl/ExxrZ5HOy6GShnaQrnpwDhf0t6xZJdsbPAi8CZgRKaRb1XfHL9iCYhCE05Uarj2LHupkRqRjmMC26iICZ0SPrQMVCQEFQ3zW4d4yPD+DiIpEmhccb+VqQkVGoUembS7DdQ870J+V+vk+jgopsyEScaBJ1+FCQc6whPjMM+k0A1HxlAqGRmV0wHRBKqjb0FY4Izf/IiaJ5WHLviXJ+VqrWZHXl0gA7RCXLQOaqiK1RHDUTRPXpEL+jVerCerXfrYzqas2aaffQnrM8vDgehdQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="w3IF8A6iIHhwZjPPp013CkPMNvs=">AAACK3icbVBLSwMxEM7WV62vqkcvwaJID2VXBD2WevFYwT6gW0o2O9uGZrNLkhXL0v/jxb/iQQ8+8Or/MN0WH60DE775Zj4y83kxZ0rb9puVW1peWV3Lrxc2Nre2d4q7e00VJZJCg0Y8km2PKOBMQEMzzaEdSyChx6HlDS8n/dYtSMUicaNHMXRD0hcsYJRoQ/WKNdeDPhNpHBIt2d0Yl/ExxrZ5HOy6GShnaQrnpwDhf0t6xZJdsbPAi8CZgRKaRb1XfHL9iCYhCE05Uarj2LHupkRqRjmMC26iICZ0SPrQMVCQEFQ3zW4d4yPD+DiIpEmhccb+VqQkVGoUembS7DdQ870J+V+vk+jgopsyEScaBJ1+FCQc6whPjMM+k0A1HxlAqGRmV0wHRBKqjb0FY4Izf/IiaJ5WHLviXJ+VqrWZHXl0gA7RCXLQOaqiK1RHDUTRPXpEL+jVerCerXfrYzqas2aaffQnrM8vDgehdQ==</latexit>

NP-hard?
<latexit sha1_base64="QAE2YXzNP+hBfLkgA7KVcdWC5qc=">AAACA3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdaebYBHcWDLj0NaVRTeupIJ9QGcomTTThmYeJBmxDAU3/oobF4q49Sfc+Tdm2goqeuBeDufcS3KPF3MmFUIfxtz8wuLScm4lv7q2vrFZ2NpuyigRhDZIxCPR9rCknIW0oZjitB0LigOP05Y3PM/81g0VkkXhtRrF1A1wP2Q+I1hpqVvYdXwvuk2dYNKlDy/r46MBFr3TcbdQRKWTatmyyxCVEKqYlpkRq2If29DUSoYimKHeLbw7vYgkAQ0V4VjKjoli5aZYKEY4HeedRNIYkyHu046mIQ6odNPJDWN4oJUe9COhK1Rwon7fSHEg5Sjw9GSA1UD+9jLxL6+TKL/qpiyME0VDMn3ITzhUEcwCgT0mKFF8pAkmgum/QqIDwETp2PI6hK9L4f+kaZVMVDKv7GLtbBZHDuyBfXAITFABNXAB6qABCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrxOR+eM2c4O+AHj7RNhQpf8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QAE2YXzNP+hBfLkgA7KVcdWC5qc=">AAACA3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdaebYBHcWDLj0NaVRTeupIJ9QGcomTTThmYeJBmxDAU3/oobF4q49Sfc+Tdm2goqeuBeDufcS3KPF3MmFUIfxtz8wuLScm4lv7q2vrFZ2NpuyigRhDZIxCPR9rCknIW0oZjitB0LigOP05Y3PM/81g0VkkXhtRrF1A1wP2Q+I1hpqVvYdXwvuk2dYNKlDy/r46MBFr3TcbdQRKWTatmyyxCVEKqYlpkRq2If29DUSoYimKHeLbw7vYgkAQ0V4VjKjoli5aZYKEY4HeedRNIYkyHu046mIQ6odNPJDWN4oJUe9COhK1Rwon7fSHEg5Sjw9GSA1UD+9jLxL6+TKL/qpiyME0VDMn3ITzhUEcwCgT0mKFF8pAkmgum/QqIDwETp2PI6hK9L4f+kaZVMVDKv7GLtbBZHDuyBfXAITFABNXAB6qABCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrxOR+eM2c4O+AHj7RNhQpf8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QAE2YXzNP+hBfLkgA7KVcdWC5qc=">AAACA3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdaebYBHcWDLj0NaVRTeupIJ9QGcomTTThmYeJBmxDAU3/oobF4q49Sfc+Tdm2goqeuBeDufcS3KPF3MmFUIfxtz8wuLScm4lv7q2vrFZ2NpuyigRhDZIxCPR9rCknIW0oZjitB0LigOP05Y3PM/81g0VkkXhtRrF1A1wP2Q+I1hpqVvYdXwvuk2dYNKlDy/r46MBFr3TcbdQRKWTatmyyxCVEKqYlpkRq2If29DUSoYimKHeLbw7vYgkAQ0V4VjKjoli5aZYKEY4HeedRNIYkyHu046mIQ6odNPJDWN4oJUe9COhK1Rwon7fSHEg5Sjw9GSA1UD+9jLxL6+TKL/qpiyME0VDMn3ITzhUEcwCgT0mKFF8pAkmgum/QqIDwETp2PI6hK9L4f+kaZVMVDKv7GLtbBZHDuyBfXAITFABNXAB6qABCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrxOR+eM2c4O+AHj7RNhQpf8</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QAE2YXzNP+hBfLkgA7KVcdWC5qc=">AAACA3icdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdaebYBHcWDLj0NaVRTeupIJ9QGcomTTThmYeJBmxDAU3/oobF4q49Sfc+Tdm2goqeuBeDufcS3KPF3MmFUIfxtz8wuLScm4lv7q2vrFZ2NpuyigRhDZIxCPR9rCknIW0oZjitB0LigOP05Y3PM/81g0VkkXhtRrF1A1wP2Q+I1hpqVvYdXwvuk2dYNKlDy/r46MBFr3TcbdQRKWTatmyyxCVEKqYlpkRq2If29DUSoYimKHeLbw7vYgkAQ0V4VjKjoli5aZYKEY4HeedRNIYkyHu046mIQ6odNPJDWN4oJUe9COhK1Rwon7fSHEg5Sjw9GSA1UD+9jLxL6+TKL/qpiyME0VDMn3ITzhUEcwCgT0mKFF8pAkmgum/QqIDwETp2PI6hK9L4f+kaZVMVDKv7GLtbBZHDuyBfXAITFABNXAB6qABCLgDD+AJPBv3xqPxYrxOR+eM2c4O+AHj7RNhQpf8</latexit>

(solvable in 2.3146knO(1))
<latexit sha1_base64="BDii/m22qDF5cqlrVvneKZ3Q8PY=">AAACIHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExgQ2aQiEuiG3diIo+EAdIpBRo67aTtEMlkPsWNv+LGhcboTr/GDrBQ8CRNTs45N733eAGjStv2l5VaW9/Y3EpvZ3Z29/YPsodHDSVCiUkdCyZky0OKMMpJXVPNSCuQBPkeI01vfJ34zQmRigp+r6cB6fhoyOmAYqSN1MtWXN8TD1FeCTZBZghSDmNYKp475YvumHcj10d6hBGLbuO8U4jn8ULcy+bsoj0DXCXOguTAArVe9tPtCxz6hGvMkFJtxw50J0JSU8xInHFDRQKEx2hI2oZy5BPViWYHxvDMKH04ENI8ruFM/T0RIV+pqe+ZZLKuWvYS8T+vHerBZSeiPAg14Xj+0SBkUAuYtAX7VBKs2dQQhCU1u0I8QhJhbTrNmBKc5ZNXSaNUdOyic1fOVa8WdaTBCTgFeeCACqiCG1ADdYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrYx5NWYuZY/AH1vcPaB2ifw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BDii/m22qDF5cqlrVvneKZ3Q8PY=">AAACIHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExgQ2aQiEuiG3diIo+EAdIpBRo67aTtEMlkPsWNv+LGhcboTr/GDrBQ8CRNTs45N733eAGjStv2l5VaW9/Y3EpvZ3Z29/YPsodHDSVCiUkdCyZky0OKMMpJXVPNSCuQBPkeI01vfJ34zQmRigp+r6cB6fhoyOmAYqSN1MtWXN8TD1FeCTZBZghSDmNYKp475YvumHcj10d6hBGLbuO8U4jn8ULcy+bsoj0DXCXOguTAArVe9tPtCxz6hGvMkFJtxw50J0JSU8xInHFDRQKEx2hI2oZy5BPViWYHxvDMKH04ENI8ruFM/T0RIV+pqe+ZZLKuWvYS8T+vHerBZSeiPAg14Xj+0SBkUAuYtAX7VBKs2dQQhCU1u0I8QhJhbTrNmBKc5ZNXSaNUdOyic1fOVa8WdaTBCTgFeeCACqiCG1ADdYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrYx5NWYuZY/AH1vcPaB2ifw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BDii/m22qDF5cqlrVvneKZ3Q8PY=">AAACIHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExgQ2aQiEuiG3diIo+EAdIpBRo67aTtEMlkPsWNv+LGhcboTr/GDrBQ8CRNTs45N733eAGjStv2l5VaW9/Y3EpvZ3Z29/YPsodHDSVCiUkdCyZky0OKMMpJXVPNSCuQBPkeI01vfJ34zQmRigp+r6cB6fhoyOmAYqSN1MtWXN8TD1FeCTZBZghSDmNYKp475YvumHcj10d6hBGLbuO8U4jn8ULcy+bsoj0DXCXOguTAArVe9tPtCxz6hGvMkFJtxw50J0JSU8xInHFDRQKEx2hI2oZy5BPViWYHxvDMKH04ENI8ruFM/T0RIV+pqe+ZZLKuWvYS8T+vHerBZSeiPAg14Xj+0SBkUAuYtAX7VBKs2dQQhCU1u0I8QhJhbTrNmBKc5ZNXSaNUdOyic1fOVa8WdaTBCTgFeeCACqiCG1ADdYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrYx5NWYuZY/AH1vcPaB2ifw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BDii/m22qDF5cqlrVvneKZ3Q8PY=">AAACIHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/GFunTTSExgQ2aQiEuiG3diIo+EAdIpBRo67aTtEMlkPsWNv+LGhcboTr/GDrBQ8CRNTs45N733eAGjStv2l5VaW9/Y3EpvZ3Z29/YPsodHDSVCiUkdCyZky0OKMMpJXVPNSCuQBPkeI01vfJ34zQmRigp+r6cB6fhoyOmAYqSN1MtWXN8TD1FeCTZBZghSDmNYKp475YvumHcj10d6hBGLbuO8U4jn8ULcy+bsoj0DXCXOguTAArVe9tPtCxz6hGvMkFJtxw50J0JSU8xInHFDRQKEx2hI2oZy5BPViWYHxvDMKH04ENI8ruFM/T0RIV+pqe+ZZLKuWvYS8T+vHerBZSeiPAg14Xj+0SBkUAuYtAX7VBKs2dQQhCU1u0I8QhJhbTrNmBKc5ZNXSaNUdOyic1fOVa8WdaTBCTgFeeCACqiCG1ADdYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrYx5NWYuZY/AH1vcPaB2ifw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEdDC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEdDC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEdDC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0QF71fSbGripkt4UlvnGQe6IQIA=">AAACIHicbVDLSgMxFL3js9aqo1s3waJIF2XGjS5FNy4r2Ad0Ssmkt21oJjMkGbEM/R83/ooLXfjAjzFtB9HWAwnnnpNL7j1hIrg2nvfhrKyurW9sFraK26Wd3T13v9TQcaoY1lksYtUKqUbBJdYNNwJbiUIahQKb4eh66jfvUWkeyzszTrAT0YHkfc6osVLXvQpCHHCZJRE1ij9MSIWcEOLZq0KCICd5UckLnwQoez8tXbfsVb0ZyDLxc1KGHLWu+xL0YpZGKA0TVOu27yWmk1FlOBM4KQapxoSyER1g21JJI9SdbLbrhBxbpUf6sbJHGjJTf3dkNNJ6HIX2pZ1vqBe9qfif105N/6KTcZmkBiWbf9RPBTExmQZHelwhM2JsCWWK21kJG1JFmbHxFm0I/uLKy6RxVvW9qn/rQQEO4QhOwYdzuIQbqEEdGDzCM7zBu/PkvDqf87hWnDy3A/gD5+sbGIqf2A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0QF71fSbGripkt4UlvnGQe6IQIA=">AAACIHicbVDLSgMxFL3js9aqo1s3waJIF2XGjS5FNy4r2Ad0Ssmkt21oJjMkGbEM/R83/ooLXfjAjzFtB9HWAwnnnpNL7j1hIrg2nvfhrKyurW9sFraK26Wd3T13v9TQcaoY1lksYtUKqUbBJdYNNwJbiUIahQKb4eh66jfvUWkeyzszTrAT0YHkfc6osVLXvQpCHHCZJRE1ij9MSIWcEOLZq0KCICd5UckLnwQoez8tXbfsVb0ZyDLxc1KGHLWu+xL0YpZGKA0TVOu27yWmk1FlOBM4KQapxoSyER1g21JJI9SdbLbrhBxbpUf6sbJHGjJTf3dkNNJ6HIX2pZ1vqBe9qfif105N/6KTcZmkBiWbf9RPBTExmQZHelwhM2JsCWWK21kJG1JFmbHxFm0I/uLKy6RxVvW9qn/rQQEO4QhOwYdzuIQbqEEdGDzCM7zBu/PkvDqf87hWnDy3A/gD5+sbGIqf2A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sCMlcyp7mlJq43Kq7Rr/YncpQpI=">AAACK3icbVDJTsMwEHXKVsoW4MjFogKhHqqECxyrcuFYJLpITVU5zqS16jiR7SCqqP/DhV/hAAcWceU/cNsIQctItt68maeZeX7CmdKO824VVlbX1jeKm6Wt7Z3dPXv/oKXiVFJo0pjHsuMTBZwJaGqmOXQSCSTyObT90dW03r4DqVgsbvU4gV5EBoKFjBJtqL5d93wYMJElEdGS3U9wBZ9i7Jivgj0vB3lSyRMXeyCCH0nfLjtVZxZ4Gbg5KKM8Gn372QtimkYgNOVEqa7rJLqXEakZ5TApeamChNARGUDXQEEiUL1sdusEnxgmwGEszRMaz9jfioxESo0j33Sa/YZqsTYl/6t1Ux1e9jImklSDoPNBYcqxjvHUOBwwCVTzsQGESmZ2xXRIJKHa2FsyJriLJy+D1nnVdarujVOu1XM7iugIHaMz5KILVEPXqIGaiKIH9IRe0Zv1aL1YH9bnvLVg5ZpD9Cesr28A26Fq</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEdDC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEdDC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEdDC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEdDC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEdDC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nPXxJrRr2/fWrroUi/XS61Q1Pk0=">AAACK3icbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBZFeiiJCHos9eKxgm2FJpTNZtou3WzC7kYsof/Hi3/Fgx78wKv/w20bRFsHdnnzZh4z84KEM6Ud590qLC2vrK4V10sbm1vbO/buXkvFqaTQpDGP5W1AFHAmoKmZ5nCbSCBRwKEdDC8n9fYdSMVicaNHCfgR6QvWY5RoQ3XtuhdAn4ksiYiW7H6MK/gYY8d8Fex5OciTSp642AMR/ki6dtmpOtPAi8DNQRnl0ejaz14Y0zQCoSknSnVcJ9F+RqRmlMO45KUKEkKHpA8dAwWJQPnZ9NYxPjJMiHuxNE9oPGV/KzISKTWKAtNp9huo+dqE/K/WSXXvws+YSFINgs4G9VKOdYwnxuGQSaCajwwgVDKzK6YDIgnVxt6SMcGdP3kRtE6rrlN1r8/KtXpuRxEdoEN0glx0jmroCjVQE1H0gJ7QK3qzHq0X68P6nLUWrFyzj/6E9fUNAhuhbg==</latexit>

FPT?
<latexit sha1_base64="eG/3lZq0Uj3dnbE3roKLI8Ehtl0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXIWkhrauLAriskIfQhPKZDpph04ezEzEErPwV9y4UMStv+HOv3HSVlDRA/dyOOde5s7xYkaFNM0PrbCwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG7p2zsdESUckzaOWMSvPSQIoyFpSyoZuY45QYHHSNcbn+d+94ZwQaOwJScxcQM0DKlPMZJK6ut7ju9Ft6kTTLvw4UWzlZ1mfb1sGif1asWuQtMwzZpVsXJSqdnHNrSUkqMM5mj29XdnEOEkIKHEDAnRs8xYuinikmJGspKTCBIjPEZD0lM0RAERbjq9P4OHShlAP+KqQgmn6veNFAVCTAJPTQZIjsRvLxf/8nqJ9OtuSsM4kSTEs4f8hEEZwTwMOKCcYMkmiiDMqboV4hHiCEsVWUmF8PVT+D/pVAzLNKwru9w4m8dRBPvgABwBC9RAA1yCJmgDDO7AA3gCz9q99qi9aK+z0YI239kFP6C9fQJh6JZU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eG/3lZq0Uj3dnbE3roKLI8Ehtl0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXIWkhrauLAriskIfQhPKZDpph04ezEzEErPwV9y4UMStv+HOv3HSVlDRA/dyOOde5s7xYkaFNM0PrbCwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG7p2zsdESUckzaOWMSvPSQIoyFpSyoZuY45QYHHSNcbn+d+94ZwQaOwJScxcQM0DKlPMZJK6ut7ju9Ft6kTTLvw4UWzlZ1mfb1sGif1asWuQtMwzZpVsXJSqdnHNrSUkqMM5mj29XdnEOEkIKHEDAnRs8xYuinikmJGspKTCBIjPEZD0lM0RAERbjq9P4OHShlAP+KqQgmn6veNFAVCTAJPTQZIjsRvLxf/8nqJ9OtuSsM4kSTEs4f8hEEZwTwMOKCcYMkmiiDMqboV4hHiCEsVWUmF8PVT+D/pVAzLNKwru9w4m8dRBPvgABwBC9RAA1yCJmgDDO7AA3gCz9q99qi9aK+z0YI239kFP6C9fQJh6JZU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eG/3lZq0Uj3dnbE3roKLI8Ehtl0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXIWkhrauLAriskIfQhPKZDpph04ezEzEErPwV9y4UMStv+HOv3HSVlDRA/dyOOde5s7xYkaFNM0PrbCwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG7p2zsdESUckzaOWMSvPSQIoyFpSyoZuY45QYHHSNcbn+d+94ZwQaOwJScxcQM0DKlPMZJK6ut7ju9Ft6kTTLvw4UWzlZ1mfb1sGif1asWuQtMwzZpVsXJSqdnHNrSUkqMM5mj29XdnEOEkIKHEDAnRs8xYuinikmJGspKTCBIjPEZD0lM0RAERbjq9P4OHShlAP+KqQgmn6veNFAVCTAJPTQZIjsRvLxf/8nqJ9OtuSsM4kSTEs4f8hEEZwTwMOKCcYMkmiiDMqboV4hHiCEsVWUmF8PVT+D/pVAzLNKwru9w4m8dRBPvgABwBC9RAA1yCJmgDDO7AA3gCz9q99qi9aK+z0YI239kFP6C9fQJh6JZU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eG/3lZq0Uj3dnbE3roKLI8Ehtl0=">AAAB/3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARXIWkhrauLAriskIfQhPKZDpph04ezEzEErPwV9y4UMStv+HOv3HSVlDRA/dyOOde5s7xYkaFNM0PrbCwuLS8Ulwtra1vbG7p2zsdESUckzaOWMSvPSQIoyFpSyoZuY45QYHHSNcbn+d+94ZwQaOwJScxcQM0DKlPMZJK6ut7ju9Ft6kTTLvw4UWzlZ1mfb1sGif1asWuQtMwzZpVsXJSqdnHNrSUkqMM5mj29XdnEOEkIKHEDAnRs8xYuinikmJGspKTCBIjPEZD0lM0RAERbjq9P4OHShlAP+KqQgmn6veNFAVCTAJPTQZIjsRvLxf/8nqJ9OtuSsM4kSTEs4f8hEEZwTwMOKCcYMkmiiDMqboV4hHiCEsVWUmF8PVT+D/pVAzLNKwru9w4m8dRBPvgABwBC9RAA1yCJmgDDO7AA3gCz9q99qi9aK+z0YI239kFP6C9fQJh6JZU</latexit>

(solvable in 2.3146knO(log n))
<latexit sha1_base64="UVV0s+61kWa6J6tW7s+izCxTC8Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UVV0s+61kWa6J6tW7s+izCxTC8Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UVV0s+61kWa6J6tW7s+izCxTC8Y=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UVV0s+61kWa6J6tW7s+izCxTC8Y=">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</latexit>

�
⇤
�
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Figure 1 An overview of the results on matrices, up to complementation and equivalence.

Deletion to List M-Partition Parameter: k
Input: A graph G, a list function L : V (G) → 2[`] where ` is the order of M , and a
non-negative integer k.
Question: Does there exist X ⊆ V (G) such that |X| ≤ k and G − X admits a list
M -partition that respects L?

82

The Deletion to List M-Partition problem generalises many classical NP-hard83

problems, such as Vertex Cover, Odd Cycle Transversal (OCT), Split Vertex84

Deletion (SVD) and Multiway Cut, to name a few. These problems have been studied85

in both classical and parameterized complexity settings and are all NP-hard [35, 11]. Chitnis86

et al. [9] initiated the study of the deletion version of List Homomorphism to a graph H,87

called Dl-Hom(H), which is a special case of Deletion to List M-Partition. (In [9],88

H is considered to be a loopless, simple graph.) They showed that Dl-Hom(H) is FPT89

(parameterized by k and |H|) for any (P6, C6)-free bipartite graph H, and conjectured that90

the problem is FPT for those graphs H for which List Homomorphism (i.e., without91

deletions) is polynomial-time solvable. Notice that for some of the matrices that do not92

contain both 1 and 0 and do not have a * as a diagonal entry, the corresponding Deletion93

to List M-Partition problem is covered by the results in [9].194

Our Results. We study the parameterized complexity of Deletion to List M-Partition95

for different matrices M , and make progress towards obtaining a classification of these96

problems (into polynomial time solvable, NP-hard and FPT or para-NP-hard) when M is a97

matrix of order at most 4.98

M is of order at most 3. First, we resolve the classical complexity of Deletion to List99

M-Partition problems when M is of order at most 3, except for one matrix. We extend the100

study to explore the parameterized complexity of these deletion problems, parameterized by101

the size k of the deletion set. Our results show that the Deletion to List M-Partition102

problem has polynomial time algorithms, FPT algorithms or algorithms of the form cknO(logn),103

depending on the matrixM (see Figure 1). We also have two cases forM where the Deletion104

to List M-Partition problem is para-NP-hard. With such a varied range of complexities,105

we use several techniques to design the algorithms. The results for Deletion to List M-106

1 The results in [9] only cover a few matrices of the described form because there is an additional constraint
of H being a (P6, C6)-free bipartite graph.



4 Deletion to List Matrix-Partition for low-order Matrices

Partition when M is of order at most 2 are quite simple (see Appendix C). The techniques107

required to resolve the problems associated with order 3 matrices are more sophisticated. The108

polynomial time algorithms for the order 3 matrices are based on ideas that help to reduce109

the problem to an equivalent minimum separator problem [21]. For our FPT algorithms, we110

utilize the notion of “important separators”, which was introduced by Marx [31]. Another111

technique we use to design our FPT algorithms for Deletion to List M-Partition is based112

on reducing the given instance to (polynomially many) instances of Variable Deletion113

Almost 2-SAT, and then employing the known FPT algorithm for Variable Deletion114

Almost 2-SAT to resolve the instance. We also use the technique of “iterative compression”115

for designing FPT algorithm for one of our cases. For the (symmetric) matrix M ′ defined by116

m′1,1 = m′2,2 = m′1,3 = m′2,3 = ∗, m′1,2 = 0 and m′3,3 = 1, although the FPT solvability versus117

W-hardness of Deletion to List M ′-Partition remains open, we design an algorithm118

for this problem that runs in time 2.3146knO(logn), where n is the number of vertices in the119

input graph. We use the technique of separating families introduced by Feder et al. [20] to120

design this algorithm. These results can be found in Section 3.121

M is of order 4. We restrict the matrices M to have only 0s and 1s as their diagonal entries.122

First, we observe that all these problems are NP-hard. Second, we design FPT algorithms123

for these problems, unless the matrix M “encompasses” the 3-Colouring problem (Please124

refer Figure 1 and Appendix F for more details). Our FPT algorithms use the technique125

of iterative compression along with the known FPT algorithm for Variable Deletion126

Almost 2-SAT. Our use of iterative compression exploits structural properties provided by127

M in order to design the FPT algorithms.128

Due to paucity of space, most of the results and proofs have been moved to the appendix.129

Results marked with a ? have their (full) proofs in the appendix. In the main sections, we130

present the more involved algorithmic results and techniques for the cases when M has order131

3. These techniques illustrate most of the algorithmic ideas used in this paper.132

2 Preliminaries and Basic Tools133

Graph Theory. For a graph G, V (G) and E(G) denote respectively the vertex set and edge134

set of G. Given a partition V of V ′ ⊆ V (G), V (V) = V ′, and for X ⊆ V ′, V −X denotes the135

restriction of the partition to V ′ \X. Let G be a graph and X,Y ⊆ V (G). A set of vertices136

S ⊆ V (G) is said to be an (X,Y ) separator if G− S contains no path from X to Y .137

Definitions and results for some useful problems. Consider a 2-CNF formula ψ. The138

variable set of ψ is denoted by Var(ψ). For a set Y ⊆ Var(ψ), ψ − Y denotes the 2-CNF139

formula obtained from ψ by deleting all the clauses that contain a variable from Y . The140

2-SAT problem takes as an input a 2-CNF formula ψ, and the question is to test if there is141

a satisfying assignment for ψ. The 2-SAT problem admits a polynomial time algorithm [26].142

The Variable Deletion Almost 2-SAT problem takes as input a 2-CNF formula143

ψ and a non-negative integer k, and the objective is to test if there is a set X ⊆ Var(ψ)144

of size at most k such that ψ − X is satisfiable. It is known that Variable Deletion145

Almost 2-SAT admits an algorithm that runs in time 2.3146knO(1), where n is the number146

of variables [30], and hence is in FPT, when parameterized by k.147

Matrices and list partitioning. For an ` × ` matrix M , consider an M -partition V =148

{V1, V2, . . . , V`} of a graph G. Then the part Vi will be said to have index i. For an instance149

(G,L : V (G)→ 2[`]) of List M-Partition, throughout the paper we assume that L(v) 6= ∅,150

as otherwise, we can immediately report that (G,L) does not admit an M -partition that151

respects L. Similarly, for an instance (G,L : V (G) → 2[`], k) of Deletion to List M-152
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Partition, we assume that L(v) 6= ∅, as otherwise, we can (safely) delete such a vertex from153

G and reduce k by 1 (or return that it is a no-instance when k ≤ 0).154

Given a matrix M , the complement M is defined as follows: mi,j = 0 ⇐⇒ mi,j =155

1,mi,j = 1 ⇐⇒ mi,j = 0,mi,j = ∗ ⇐⇒ mi,j = ∗. The lower triangular submatrix156

ML = (mL
i,j) of a matrix M = (mi,j) is defined as follows: ∀i ≥ j,mL

i,j = mi,j and157

∀i < j,mL
i,j = 0. When the context is clear we drop the superscript from the entry names158

of the lower triangular matrix ML and simply use the entry names mi,j of M . Similarly,159

the upper triangular submatrix MU = (mU
i,j) of a matrix M = (mi,j) is defined as follows:160

∀i ≤ j,mU
i,j = mi,j and ∀i > j,mU

i,j = 0. Again, we drop superscripts when the context is161

clear. The following observation follows from the definition of the complement of a matrix.162

B Observation 1. A graph G admits a list M -partition with respect to a list function L if163

and only if G admits a list M -partition with respect to L.164

In this paper, for an ` × ` matrix M , a submatrix M ′ of order p ≤ ` is defined as165

follows: there are p distinct indices {i1, i2, . . . , ip} ∈ [`] such that m′a,b = mia,ib for all166

a, b ∈ [p]. Consider two symmetric `× ` matrices M = (mi,j) and M ′ = (m′i,j) over {0, 1, ∗}.167

We say that M is equivalent to M ′, if there is a bijective function π : [`]→ [`] such that168

m′i,j = mπ(i),π(j). And such a bijective function π is called a witness-bijection for (M,M ′).169

Notice that if M is equivalent to M ′, then M ′ is also equivalent to M with witness-bijection170

π−1. That is, M and M ′ are equivalent if they define the same partition up to a re-indexing171

of the parts. We immediately obtain the following result.172

I Proposition 1. Let M be a symmetric matrix equivalent to M ′, with a witness-permutation173

π. Then, a graph G admits a list M -partition with respect to a list function L if and only if G174

admits a list M ′-partition with respect to the list function L′, where L′(v) = {π(i) | i ∈ L(v)}175

for every v ∈ V (G).176

Some Useful Results on List M-Partition177

We present a summary of results from [20], which will be used throughout.178

Reducing List M-partition to 2-SAT, for a 2 × 2 matrix M . It was shown in [20]179

that an instance of the List M-partition problem can be reduced (in polynomial time) to180

an equivalent instance of 2-SAT, provided that M is a 2× 2 matrix. And since 2-SAT is181

polynomial time solvable [2], so is List M-partition, when M is a 2× 2 matrix. What is182

interesting is that this reduction works even if M is not of order 2, but the size of L(v) is183

at most 2 for every vertex v of the input graph G. The List M-Partition problem such184

that the list of every vertex in G has size at most two will also be referred to as the 2-List185

M-Partition problem. The reduction from 2-List M-Partition to 2-SAT will also be186

useful while designing algorithms for Deletion to List M-Partition. Next, we state the187

properties of the reduction from 2-List M-Partition to 2-SAT (see Appendix B).188

I Proposition 2 (?). Let (G,L : V (G)→ 2[`]) be an instance of 2-List M-Partition. In189

polynomial time we can output an instance ψ of 2-SAT and a bijective function f : V (G)→190

Var(ψ), such that for every X ⊆ V (G): i) ψ − f(X) is a yes instance of 2-SAT if and191

only if (G − X,L|V (G−X) : V (G − X) → 2[`]) is a yes instance of 2-List M-Partition,192

and ii) a set A ⊆ Var(ψ − f(X)) is a satisfying assignment for ψ − f(X) if and only if for193

each v ∈ {f−1(a) | a ∈ A} with L|V (G−X)(v) = {i, j}, where i ≤ j, we have v ∈ Vi. Here,194

V = {V1, V2, . . . , V`} is an M -partition of G−X (if it exists).195

From the above proposition, we can conclude that 2-List M-Partition admits a196

polynomial time algorithm. It also suggests a strategy for solving List M-partition: try to197
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reduce the size of every list. Indeed it is possible to do that, as shown in [20], if the matrix198

M has a row that contains both a 0 and 1 (see Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 in [20]).199

I Proposition 3 ([20]). Suppose the matrix M has mi1,i2 = 0 and mi1,i3 = 1 (one of i3 or200

i2 can be equal to i1). Then an instance (G,L) of the List M-Partition problem can be201

reduced (in polynomial time) to (i) one instance with no list containing i1 and (ii) at most202

|V (G)| instances with no list containing both i2 and i3, such that (G,L) is a yes instance if203

and only if at least one of the |V (G)|+ 1 instances is a yes instance.204

The above proposition comes handy when M is a 3× 3 matrix, as in this case the problem205

reduces to |V (G)|+ 1 instances that have only lists of size at most two. Another notion that206

will be useful in our algorithm is “domination”, defined below.207

I Definition 4. For a symmetric matrix M of order ` over {0, 1, ∗}, and rows i1, i2 ∈ [`], i1208

dominates i2 in M if for each column i3 ∈ [`], either mi1i3 = mi2i3 or mi1i3 = ∗.209

I Proposition 5 (Proposition 2.5 [20]). Consider a matrix M of order `, where the row i1210

dominates the row i2, and an instance (G,L) of List M-Partition. Let L′ be the list211

function such that for each v ∈ V (G), (i) L′(v) = L(v) if |L(v) ∩ {i1, i2}| ≤ 1, and (ii)212

L′(v) = L(v) \ {i2} otherwise. The graph G admits a list M -partition that respects L if and213

only if it admits a list M -partition that respects L′.214

Basic tools for Deletion to List M-Partition.215

We show how the results presented earlier for List M-Partition can be used for solving216

Deletion to List M-Partition. Consider an instance (G,L, k) of Deletion to List217

M-Partition. Suppose |L(v)| ≤ 2 for every v ∈ V (G). Let ψ be the 2-CNF formula and218

f : V (G)→ Var(ψ) be the bijective function returned by Proposition 2. The properties of219

ψ and f (as in Proposition 2), ensures that deleting a set X ⊆ V (G) of vertices from G is220

equivalent to deleting the variables f(X) from ψ. Let Deletion to 2-List M-Partition221

be the special case of Deletion to List M-Partition where the list of each vertex has222

size at most two. By Proposition 2, Deletion to 2-List M-Partition is equivalent to223

testing whether k variables can be deleted from ψ to make it satisfiable. This is exactly224

same as the Variable Deletion Almost 2-SAT problem, which admits an FPT algorithm225

running in time 2.3146k′n′O(1), where k′ is the size of the deletion set and n′ is the number226

of variables. This together with Proposition 2 gives us the following result.227

I Proposition 6. Deletion to 2-List M-Partition is fixed-parameter tractable with228

running time 2.3146knO(1).229

Now using Propositions 3 and 6, we obtain the following result.230

I Proposition 7. Let M be a 3 × 3 matrix such that M has a row that contains both a 0231

and 1. Then Deletion to List M-Partition is fixed-parameter tractable.232

I Proposition 8 (?). Deletion to List M-Partition is NP-hard if at least one of the233

diagonal entries of M is 0 or 1.234

The reduction rule stated in the following lemma will be useful in our algorithms.235

I Lemma 9 (?). For a matrix M , let (G,L, k) be an instance of Deletion to List236

M-Partition, with a vertex v ∈ V (G), such that L(v) = ∅. Then, (G,L, k) and (G −237

{v}, L|V (G)\{v}, k − 1) are equivalent instances of Deletion to List M-Partition.238
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Matrices (and witness-bijection π : [3]→ [3]) Equivalent matrix Class Proof
π(1) = 1, π(2) = 3, π(3) = 2 π(1) = 3, π(2) = 2, π(3) = 1 ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗

∗ ∗ ∗

 P Lemma 13(a)

∗ ∗ 0
∗ ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗

 ∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ 0
∗ 0 ∗

 ∗ 0 ∗
0 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗

 P Lemma 13(b)

∗ 0 ∗
0 ∗ 0
∗ 0 ∗

 ∗ 0 0
0 ∗ ∗
0 ∗ ∗

 ∗ ∗ 0
∗ ∗ 0
0 0 ∗

 P Lemma 13(c)

∗ 0 0
0 ∗ 0
0 0 ∗

 NP-hard Lemma 22(a)

∗ 0 1
0 ∗ 0
1 0 ∗

 ∗ 0 0
0 ∗ 1
0 1 ∗

 ∗ 1 0
1 ∗ 0
0 0 ∗

 NP-hard Lemma 22(b)

Figure 2 An overview of our NP-hardness vs. P results (not covered by Proposition 8) for
matrices of order 3× 3, where complement matrices are not shown.

I Remark 10. We note that for any Deletion to List M-Partition problem, we assume239

that we are looking for a list M -partition where each part is non-empty. First, if there is240

a part that is empty in the list M -partition, then our current instance can be resolved as241

an instance of Deletion to List M ′-Partition, where M ′ is a matrix of order strictly242

less than M . Otherwise, for no list M -partition is any part empty. In such a case, in a243

polynomial time preprocessing step, we can guess one vertex vi per part i of the hypothetical244

list M -partition V and appropriately reduce L(vi) = {i}.245

3 Classification of 3× 3 matrices246

In this section, our main objective is to classify Deletion to List M-Partition for247

matrices M of order 3, both in classical complexity as well as parameterized complexity.248

In this section, M = (mi,j) denotes a symmetric 3 × 3 matrix over {0, 1, ∗}. We prove249

some of the main algorithmic results that we obtain for Deletion to List M-Partition250

for matrices M of order 3 (see Appendix E for complete details). The following theorem251

describes our results of Deletion to List M-Partition for matrices M of order 3.252

I Theorem 11. For a 3 × 3 symmetric matrix M over {0, 1, ∗}, the Deletion to List253

M-Partition problem is254

1. polynomial time solvable if either M or M is equivalent to one of the three matrices∗ ∗ ∗∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗

 ,

∗ 0 ∗
0 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗

 or

∗ ∗ 0
∗ ∗ 0
0 0 ∗

 ;

2. para-NP-hard if either M or M is equivalent to one of the two matrices0 ∗ ∗
∗ 0 ∗
∗ ∗ 0

 or

∗ 0 ∗
0 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ 0

 ;

3. admits an algorithm running in time 2.3146knO(logn), when M or M is equivalent to∗ 0 ∗
0 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ 1

 ;
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4. FPT if M is not covered by any of the previous cases.255

Before we go into the proof of Theorem 11, we first address the question of NP-hardness256

versus polynomial time solvability of these problems. Already we saw in Proposition 8 that257

Deletion to List M-Partition is NP-hard if at least one of the diagonal entries of M is 0258

or 1. So we now need to consider only those matrices M for which m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = ∗.259

And up to complementation and equivalence of matrices, we are left with only six such260

matrices. We resolve five of these cases; see Figure 2 for an overview of these results.261

I Remark 12. We do not know whether Deletion to List M-Partition is NP-hard or262

not when M is described as m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = ∗, m1,2 = 0,m1,3 = 1,m2,3 = ∗. However,263

in the course of the proof of Theorem 11, we show that Deletion to List M-Partition is264

FPT, when M or M is equivalent to the above matrix.265

The remaining NP-hardness results as well as the proof of para-NP-hardness for the cases266

described in Theorem 11, item 2 can be found in Appendix E. We now briefly discuss the267

polynomial time solvability of the cases described in Theorem 11, item 1.268

I Lemma 13 (?). Deletion to List M-Partition is polynomial time solvable if M269

is one of the following matrices: (a) m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = ∗, m1,2 = m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗,270

(b) m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = ∗, m1,2 = 0,m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗, and (c) m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = ∗,271

m1,2 = ∗,m1,3 = m2,3 = 0.272

Proof Sketch. In each of the cases below, (G,L, k) denotes an input instance of Deletion273

to List M-Partition. We assume that for each v ∈ V (G), we have L(v) 6= ∅ (see274

Lemma 9). And recall that for any X,Y ⊆ V (G), an (X,Y )-separator can be found in275

polynomial time [21].276

(a) In this case, all entries of the matrix M are ∗s. Notice that a vertex v ∈ V (G) can go to277

any one of the parts in a list M -partition, without violating any of the constraints.278

(b) Let X = {v ∈ V (G) | L(v) = {1}}, Y = {v ∈ V (G) | L(v) = {2}} and Z = {v ∈279

V (G) | 3 ∈ L(v)}. We can show that S ⊆ V (G) is a solution for the Deletion to280

List M-Partition instance (G,L, k) if and only if S is an (X,Y )-separator in G− Z.281

(c) In this case, indices 1 and 2 dominate each other. Thus we can assume that the282

list of no vertex contains both 1 and 2. Let X = {v ∈ V (G) | L(v) = {3}} and Y =283

{x ∈ V (G) | L(v) ⊆ {1, 2}}. Notice that a set S ⊆ V (G) is a solution to the Deletion to284

List M-Partition instance (G,L, k) if and only if S is an (X,Y )-separator. J285

Now we turn our attention to the parameterized complexity of Deletion to List286

M-Partition when M is of order 3. In this section, we consider some special cases from287

Theorem 11 and describe algorithms for these special cases. The rest of the case analysis288

leading to the proof of Theorem 11 has been deferred to Appendix E.289

Algorithm for the Deletion to List Clique Cutset Partition. The problem is290

Deletion to List M-Partition, where M is the matrix such that an M -partition is a291

clique cutset partition, i.e., M is such that m1,1 = m2,2 = ∗, m3,3 = 1 and m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗.292

m1,2 = 0. Consider a clique cutset partition V = {V1, V2, V3} of a graph G. The subgraph293

G[V3] is a clique, and V3 is also a cutset between the parts V1 and V2. Hence the name294

clique-cutset partition. We now prove the following lemma, the proof of which relies on a295

family of vertex subsets that “separate cliques and stable-pairs,” defined below.296

I Lemma 14. Deletion to List Clique Cutset Partition is solvable in 2.3146knO(logn)
297

time.298
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Algorithm 3.1: Algorithm for Deletion to List Clique Cutset Partition.
Input: (G,L, k).
Output: yes or no.

1 Construct a family F of size nlogn that separates cliques and stable-pairs in G.
2 for each F ∈ F do
3 Define L1 : V (G)→ 2[3] as follows. For every v ∈ F , set L1(v) = L(v) \ {1}. For

every v /∈ F , set L1(v) = L(v) \ {3}.
4 if Proposition 6 returns yes for the instance (G,L1, k) then
5 return yes
6 Define L2 : V (G)→ 2[3] as follows. For every v ∈ F , set L2(v) = L(v) \ {2}. For

every v /∈ F , set L2(v) = L(v) \ {3}.
7 if Proposition 6 returns yes for the instance (G,L2, k) then
8 return yes

9 return no

I Definition 15. For a graph G, a pair of disjoint sets A,B ⊆ V (G) is a stable-pair if for299

every a ∈ A and b ∈ B, ab /∈ E(G). A family F ⊆ {F | F ⊆ V (G)} separates cliques and300

stable-pairs if for every A,B,C ⊆ V (G) such that A,B is a stable-pair, G[C] is a clique and301

C ∩ (A ∪B) = ∅, there is F ∈ F such that C ⊆ F and either F ∩A = ∅ or F ∩B = ∅.302

I Proposition 16 (Theorem 4.3 [20]). Every graph on n vertices has a family of size nlogn
303

that separate cliques and stable-pairs. Moreover, such a family can be found in time nO(logn).304

Let us see the implication of this proposition to our problem. Consider an instance305

(G,L, k) of Deletion to List Clique Cutset Partition, and its solution S ⊆ V (G)306

(if it exists). Let F be a family of sets that separates cliques and stable-pairs in G. And307

consider the list clique-cutset partition (V1, V2, V3) of G − S. Note that G[V3] is a clique,308

V1, V2 is a stable-pair, and V3 is disjoint from V1 ∪ V2. Then, by Proposition 16, there exists309

F ∈ F such that F contains V3 and F is disjoint from (at least) one of V1 or V2. Consider310

the set of lists L1 obtained from L by removing 1 from L(v) for every v ∈ F and 3 from311

L(v) for every v /∈ F . Observe that if F ∩ V1 = ∅, then S is a solution for the Deletion to312

List M-Partition instance (G,L1, k) as well. Similarly, let L2 be the set of lists obtained313

from L by removing 2 from L(v) for every v ∈ F and 3 from L(v) for every v /∈ F . Then if314

F ∩V2 = ∅, then S is a solution for the Deletion to List M-Partition instance (G,L2, k)315

as well. But we know that either F ∩V1 = ∅ or F ∩V2 = ∅. Therefore, S is a solution to either316

(G,L1, k) or (G,L2, k). These observations lead us to our algorithm (see Algorithm 3.1).317

The correctness of Algorithm 3.1 is apparent from our previous discussions. As for318

the running time, Step 1 takes nO(logn) time to construct F , and we have |F| ≤ nlogn.319

For each F ∈ F , Step 2-8 takes 2.3146knO(1) time. Therefore, the algorithm runs in time320

2.3146knO(logn). We have thus proved Lemma 14.321

Algorithm for Deletion to List M-Partition, where M is the bipartite-star322

matrix or the three-stars matrix. We are now going to design an FPT algorithm that323

works for two different partitions. The first of these is an M -partition when M is defined by324

m1,1 = m2,2 = 0, m3,3 = ∗, m1,2 = ∗, m1,3 = m2,3 = 0. We call M the bipartite-star matrix325

and an M -partition a bipartite-star partition. The second partition is an M -partition for326

M defined by m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = ∗, m1,2 = m1,3 = m2,3 = 0. We call M the three-stars327

matrix and an M -partition a three-stars partition. We shall prove the following lemma.328
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Algorithm 3.2: Algorithm for the proof of Lemma 17.
Input: (G,L, k).
Output: yes or no.

1 Define X = {u ∈ V (G) | L(u) = {3}} and Y = {u ∈ V (G) | L(u) ⊆ {1, 2}}.
2 Let F be the family of all important (X,Y )-separators of size at most k.
3 for each Ŝ ∈ F do
4 Let Ẑ be the reachability set of Y \ Ŝ in G− Ŝ. (Note that for v ∈ V (G) \ (Ŝ ∪ Ẑ),

we have 3 ∈ L(v), and for v ∈ Ẑ, either 1 ∈ L(v) or 2 ∈ L(v).)
5 For every v ∈ Ẑ, if 3 ∈ L(v), let L(v)← L(v) \ {3}. (The list of every vertex in Ẑ

has size at most 2.) Let L′ be the new set of lists.
6 Set k′ = k − |Ŝ|.
7 if Proposition 6 returns yes for the instance (G[Ẑ], L′, k′) then
8 return yes

9 return no

I Lemma 17 (?). Deletion to List M-Partition, where M is either the bipartite-star329

matrix or the three-stars matrix is fixed-parameter tractable.330

We prove Lemma 17 by showing that Algorithm 3.2 solves Deletion to List M-Partition331

in 4knO(1) time, when M is either the bipartite-star matrix or the three-stars matrix. Let332

(G,L, k) be an instance of Deletion to List M-Partition. The idea behind our algorithm333

is this. Assume that (G,L, k) is a yes-instance. Let S ⊆ V (G) be an optimal solution for334

the problem, and V = {V1, V2, V3} be a list M -partition of G − S. Then, S contains an335

(X,Y )-separator where X = {u ∈ V (G) | L(u) = {3}} and Y = {u ∈ V (G) | L(u) ⊆ {1, 2}}.336

And for a vertex u with 3 ∈ L(u), note that u can be placed in V3 (because m3,3 = ∗) if u337

is not reachable from Y in G − S. Hence we try to place as many vertices as possible in338

V3 by choosing an (X,Y )-separator that is “farthest from X,” (and by augmenting such339

a separator to ensure that other constraints dictated by M are also satisfied). For this,340

Algorithm 3.2 uses the concept of an important separator, introduced by Marx in [31]. For a341

graph G and A ⊆ V (G), RG(A) = {v ∈ V (G) | there is a path from x to v in G for some x342

∈ A}. And the set RG(A) is called the reachability set of A in G. For A,B ⊆ V (G), a343

minimal (A,B)-separator S ⊆ V (G) is said to be an important (A,B)-separator if there344

exists no (A,B)-separator S′ such that |S′| ≤ |S| and RG−S(A) ⊂ RG−S′(A). It is known345

that G contains at most 4k important (A,B)-separators of size at most k, and that all these346

important separators can be enumerated in time O(4k(|V (G)|+ |E(G)|))[31, 8].347

Next we give a proof sketch of Theorem 11 (for complete details see Appendix E).348

Proof sketch of Theorem 11 (?). The proof of item 1, item 2 and item 3 of the theorem349

statement follows from Lemma 13, Observation 3 and Lemma 14, respectively. Therefore, we350

next focus on the proof of item 4 of the theorem statement. We only consider matrices that351

are not covered by any of the previous three cases. Let us first classify matrices M depending352

on the number of off-diagonal entries that are 0s. In fact, we will only make distinctions353

based on the off-diagonal entries in the upper triangular submatrix MU of M , since M is354

a symmetric matrix. Below, we deal with one of the classes. The case when at most one355

off-diagonal entry in MU is 0 is in the full proof, given in Appendix E. The following case356

exhibits the techniques used to resolve these problems.357

Exactly two off-diagonal entries of MU are 0s. Assume that m1,3 = m2,3 = 0 and358
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m1,2 ∈ {1, ∗}. All other cases of two off-diagonal entries of MU being 0 can be symmetrically359

argued. If any one of m1,1,m2,2 or m3,3 is 1, then M has a row that contains both a 0 and360

a 1, then from Proposition 7, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable. So assume that361

m1,1,m2,2,m3,3 ∈ {0, ∗}. We consider each possibility of m1,2 for our analysis. First, suppose362

m1,2 = ∗. If m1,1 = ∗, then index 1 dominates 2. If m2,2 = ∗, then index 2 dominates 1. In363

either case, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable, by Propositions 5 and 6. So assume364

that m1,1 = m2,2 = 0. If m3,3 = 0, then index 1 dominates 2, and by Propositions 5 and365

6 the problem is again fixed-parameter tractable. If m3,3 = ∗, then an M -partition is a366

bipartite-star partition, and by Lemma 17, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable. The367

other possibility for m1,2 is that m1,2 = 1. Then M has a row containing both a 0 and a 1,368

and by Proposition 7, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable. J369

4 Conclusion370

We almost complete the parameterized classification of Deletion to List M-Partition371

when the matrix M is of order ≤ 3, or when it is of order 4 and has its diagonal entries from372

{0, 1}. We do not know whether the Deletion to Clique Cutset problem is FPT—we373

obtain an algorithm with running time 2.3146knO(logn), where k is the solution size. Also, the374

NP-hardness of the Deletion to List M-Partition problem whenm1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = ∗,375

m1,2 = 0,m1,3 = 1,m2,3 = ∗ is open, although we give an FPT algorithm, parameterized by376

the solution size. It would be interesting to complete the classification of these problems, as377

well as the paramaterized dichotomy of Deletion to List M-Partition for all matrices378

of order 4. We are also interested in optimising the running time of our algorithms, and379

studying the kernelization complexity of these problems in the future.380
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A NP-hardness of Tripartite Vertex Cover458

In this Section, we show that Tripartite Vertex Cover is NP-hard. Recall the problem459

statement.460

Tripartite Vertex Cover
Input: A graph G with a partition of V (G) into three (disjoint) independent sets V1, V2,
and V3, and an integer k.
Question: Does there exist a set of vertices X ⊆ V (G) such that |X| ≤ k and G−X is
a graph with no edges?

461

A cubic graph is a graph in which every vertex has degree exactly three. A connected462

graph is a graph in which there is a path between ever pair of vertices. Cubic Connected463

Vertex Cover is the Vertex Cover problem where the input graph is a cubic connected464

graph. It is known that the problem Cubic Connected Vertex Cover is NP-hard [23].465

We note that it is a folklore result that Tripartite Vertex Cover is NP-hard, the proof466

of which can obtained by a reduction from Cubic Connected Vertex Cover. For the467

sake of completeness, we explicitly give this reduction below.468

I Lemma 18. Tripartite Vertex Cover is NP-hard.469

Proof. Let (G, k) be an instance of Cubic Connected Vertex Cover. We assume470

that |V (G)| ≥ 5, such an assumption is valid as otherwise, we can resolve the instance471

in polynomial time. We construct an instance (G′, V ′1 , V ′2 , V ′3 , k′) of Tripartite Vertex472

Cover as follows. By Brooks’ Theorem [6], there exists a (proper) colouring col : V (G)→ [3],473

such that for each uv ∈ E(G), we have col(u) 6= col(v). We compute a proper colouring col of474

G with 3 colours using the algorithm in [32]. For i ∈ [3], we set V ′i = {v ∈ V (G) | col(v) = i}.475

Finally, we set G′ = G and k′ = k. It is easy to see that (G, k) is a Yes instance of476

Cubic Connected Vertex Cover if and only if (G′, V ′1 , V ′2 , V ′3 , k′) is a Yes instance of477

Tripartite Vertex Cover. This concludes the proof. J478

B Missing Proofs from Section 2479

Proof of Proposition 2. Let (G,L : V (G)→ 2[`]) be an instance of 2-List M-Partition.480

We describe the construction of 2-SAT formula ψ with variable set Var(ψ) and the function481

f : V (G)→ Var(ψ). For a vertex v ∈ V (G) with L(v) = {i, j}, where i ≤ j, we add a variable482

xv[i] to Var(ψ) and set f(v) = xv[i]. For notational convenience, we let xv[j] = xv[i], when483

i 6= j. We note that we have added exactly one variable for each vertex in G. Consider a484

vertex v ∈ V (G) such that L(v) = {i}, for some i ∈ [`]. To ensure that v belongs to part Vi,485

we add the clause (xv[i] ∨ xv[i]) to ψ. For a vertex v ∈ V (G) such that L(v) = {i, j}, where486

i 6= j, notice that either xv[i] = 1 or xv[i] = 0. The interpretation in the former case is that487

v belongs to part Vi, and in the later case, we have xv[j] = xv[i] and thus v belongs to part488

Vj . For i ∈ [`], let Xi = {xv[i] | v ∈ V (G) and i ∈ L(v)}. Consider (not necessarily distinct)489

integers i, j ∈ [`]. If mi,j = 0, then vertices which belong to Vi and vertices which belong490

to Vj must not be adjacent. To achieve this, for (distinct) xu[i] ∈ Xi and xv[j] ∈ Xj such491

that uv ∈ E(G), we add the clause (xu[i] ∨ xv[j]) to ψ. Similarly, if mi,j = 1, then vertices492

which belong to Vi and vertices which belong to Vj must be adjacent. Thus, for (distinct)493

xu[i] ∈ Xi and xv[j] ∈ Xj such that uv /∈ E(G), we add the clause (xu[i] ∨ xv[j]) to ψ.494

It is not difficult to see that ψ and f satisfy the desired properties. Since 2-SAT is495

solvable in polynomial time [26], we conclude that 2-List M-Partition is polynomial time496

solvable. J497
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Proof of Proposition 8. Consider an `× ` matrix M which has at least one diagonal entry498

from {0, 1}. Consider the case when there is i ∈ [`], such that mi,i = 0. Notice that from499

Observation 1, it is enough to consider the above case, as otherwise, we can complement the500

matrix. We show that Deletion to List M-Partition is NP-hard by a reduction from501

Vertex Cover. Given an instance (G, k) of Vertex Cover, we construct an instance502

(G′, L, k′) of Deletion to List M-Partition by taking G′ = G, k′ = k and L consists of503

lists L(v) = {i} for every v ∈ V (G′). It is straightforward to see that the two instances are504

equivalent. J505

Proof of Lemma 9. In the forward direction, let G have a solution set S of size k such that506

G− S has a list M -partition. By definition of a list M -partition, it must be the case that507

v ⊆ S. By definition of the reduced instance, the set S′ = S−{v} is a solution for (G′, L′, k′)508

and (G′, L′, k′) is a yes instance of Deletion to List M-Partition.509

In the reverse direction, let G′ have a solution set S′ of size at most k′ such that G′ − S′510

has a list M -partition. Consider the solution set S = S′ ∪ {v} in G. By construction of511

G′, the list M -partition of G′ − S′ is a list M -partition of G − S. Thus, (G,L, k) is a yes512

instance of Deletion to List M-Partition. J513

C Classification of matrices of order at most 2514

In this section, we classify Deletion to List M-Partition for matrices M of order 1 and515

2. The results are mostly consequences of results described in Section 2.516

I Lemma 19. For a 1 × 1 (symmetric) matrix M over {0, 1, ∗}, the Deletion to List517

M-Partition problem is518

(a) polynomial time solvable when M =
(
∗
)
,519

(b) NP-hard but FPT for all other cases of M .520

Proof. (a) Let M =
(
∗
)
. Consider an instance (G,L : V (G) → {∅, {1}}, k). Suppose521

v ∈ V (G) has L(v) = ∅, then v must be deleted and k must be reduced by 1 (Lemma 9).522

Suppose k < 0 then we say no. Otherwise, after applying the above reduction exhaustively,523

we assume that in the reduced instance (G,L, k) every vertex v has L(v) = {1}. Then524

{V (G)} is a list M -partition for G.525

(b) In any other case, M has a 0 or a 1 as a diagonal entry and by Proposition 8, the526

Deletion to List M-Partition problem is NP-hard. Also by Proposition 6, all these527

cases are problems in FPT.528

J529

I Lemma 20. For a 2 × 2 symmetric matrix M over {0, 1, ∗}, the Deletion to List530

M-Partition problem is531

(a) polynomial time solvable in cases when M has both diagonal entries equal to ∗,532

(b) NP-hard but FPT for all other cases of M .533

Proof. In each of the cases below, let (G,L, k) be an instance of Deletion to List534

M-Partition. We assume that for each v ∈ V (G), we have L(v) 6= ∅ (see Lemma 9).535

(a) Let M be a matrix such that both diagonal entries are equal to ∗. By symmetry of536

M , we have m1,2 = m2,1. If m1,2 = ∗, then any partition V = {V1, V2} of V (G) where537

{v ∈ V (G) | L(v) = 1} ⊆ V1 and {v ∈ V (G) | L(v) = 2} ⊆ V2 is a list M -partition of G.538

Next we assume that either m1,2 = m2,1 = 0 or m1,2 = m2,1 = 1. We consider the case539
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when m1,2 = m2,1 = 0. Note that from Observation 1, the case when m1,2 = m2,1 = 1540

can be handled analogously. We now give a polynomial time algorithm for Deletion541

to List M-Partition for the case we are in. Let X = {v ∈ V (G) | L(v) = {1}} and542

Y = {v ∈ V (G) | L(v) = {2}}. Any other vertex w ∈ V (G) has L(w) = {1, 2}. Let S be543

a minimum-sized X − Y separator, that can be found in polynomial time [21]. If |S| ≤ k,544

then we return yes, otherwise we return no.545

Now we argue the correctness of the algorithm. In one direction let S be any minimum-546

sized X − Y separator of size at most k. Let X ′ be the set of vertices in V (G− S) such547

that for each vertex w ∈ X ′ there is a vertex v ∈ X that has a path to w in G− S. Let548

Y ′ = V (G − S) \ X ′. Note that X \ S ⊆ X ′, Y \ S ⊆ Y ′ and consequently {X ′, Y ′}549

is a list M -partition for G − S. From the above it follows that S is a solution for the550

Deletion to List M-Partition instance (G,L, k).551

On the other hand, let the instance (G,L, k) be a yes instance and let S be a solution552

for Deletion to List M-Partition. We show that S is an X − Y separator. Let553

{P,Q} be a list M -partition for G− S. Then by definition, X \ S ⊆ P and Y \ S ⊆ Q.554

Therefore, S is an X − Y separator. Since S is of size at most k and an X − Y separator,555

the size of minimum sized X − Y separator in G is bounded by k.556

(b) In any other case, M has a 0 or a 1 as a diagonal entry and by Proposition 8, the557

Deletion to List M-Partition problem is NP-hard. Also by Proposition 6, all these558

cases are problems in FPT.559

J560

D Framework and Results for Our Iterative Compression Based FPT561

Algorithms562

We define a (compression) version of the problem Deletion to List M-Partition. Later,563

we will argue how we can use an FPT algorithm for this version to obtain an FPT algorithm564

for Deletion to List M-Partition. We note that these definitions (and framework) will565

be used in Section E, F.1 and F.2 to design FPT algorithms for the corresponding Deletion566

to List M-Partition problems.567

Next, we define the (compression) version of the problem, called List M-Compression.568

List M-Compression Parameter: k
Input: A graph G, a list function L and a k + 1 sized vertex subset S′ ⊆ V (G) such
that G− S′ has a list M -partition.
Output: A vertex subset S ⊆ V (G) of size at most k such that G − S has a list
M -partition.

569

In the following lemma (Lemma 21), we show that if List M-Compression admits an570

FPT algorithm, then we can obtain an FPT algorithm for the problem Deletion to List571

M-Partition. Hence, to design an FPT algorithm for Deletion to List M-Partition,572

it will be enough to obtain an FPT algorithm for List M-Compression.573

I Lemma 21. If List M-Compression admits an FPT algorithm, when parameterized by574

the solution size, then Deletion to List M-Partition admits an FPT algorithm, when575

parameterized by the solution size.576

Proof. Suppose that List M-Compression admits an FPT algorithm, and let (G,L, k) be577

an input instance of Deletion to List M-Partition. We assume an (arbitrary fixed)578

ordering (v1, . . . , vn), of vertices in G. For i ∈ [n], by Wi we denote the set {v1, v2, · · · , vi},579
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and by Gi we denote the graph G[Wi]. By employing the method of iterative compression,580

we process the graphs iteratively, in the order G1, G2, · · · , Gn. We note that if (Gi, L|Wi
, k)581

is a no instance of Deletion to List M-Partition, then (G,L, k) is also a no instance582

of Deletion to List M-Partition. Whenever we are at iteration i, we assume that we583

already have computed a solution Si−1 to Deletion to List M-Partition for the instance584

(Gi−1, L|Wi−1 , k). Notice that for S′i = Si−1 ∪ {vi}, Gi − S′i admits a list M -partition. If S′i585

has size at most k, then we already have a solution to Deletion to List M-Partition for586

the instance (Gi, L|Wi , k). Otherwise, we compute a solution Si, to List M-Compression on587

the instance (Gi, L|Wi
, S′i). Observe that Si (if it exists) is a solution to Deletion to List588

M-Partition for (Gi, L|Wi
, k) as well. Moreover, if (Gi, L|Wi

, S′i) is a no instance of List589

M-Compression, then (Gi, L|Wi , k) (and also (G,L, k)) is a no instance of Deletion to590

List M-Partition as well. The above discussion implies an FPT algorithm for Deletion591

to List M-Partition. J592

Next we make a general observation regarding partitions of a graph G where each part is593

either an independent set or a clique.594

B Observation 2. For a k×k matrix M , let G be a graph with a list function L : V (G)→ [k]595

such that G has a list M -partition V. With respect to V, let V1 be the collection of596

independent set parts and V2 be the collection of clique parts. For another list M -partition597

U , let U1 be the collection of independent set parts and U2 be the collection of clique parts.598

Then |V (V1) ∩ V (U2)| ≤ |V1||U2| and |V (V2) ∩ V (U1)| ≤ |V2||U1|.599

Proof. For an independent set I ∈ V1 and a clique C ∈ U2, we have |I ∩ C| ≤ 1. Hence,600

follows the claim. J601

E Missing Results and Proofs from Section 3602

In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 11 and the classical complexity dichotomy603

for Deletion to List M-Partition when M is of order 3.604

In the following lemma, we describe some remaining cases which are NP-hard.605

I Lemma 22. Deletion to List M-Partition is NP-hard if M is one of the following606

matrices: (a) m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = ∗, m1,2 = m1,3 = m2,3 = 0, (b) m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = ∗,607

m1,3 = m2,3 = 0,m1,2 = 1.608

Proof. (a) In this case all diagonal entries of M are *s and all off-diagonal entries are 0s.609

We show that this problem is NP-hard by a reduction from the Multiway Cut problem,610

defined as follows.611

Multiway Cut
Input: A graph G, a set of “terminals” T ⊆ V (G) and a non-negative integer k.
Question: Does there exist a set of vertices X ⊆ V (G) \ T such that |X| ≤ k, and
G−X contains no t− t′ path for every distinct t, t′ ∈ T?

612

It is known that Multiway Cut is NP-hard even when |T | = 3 [12]. Let an instance613

(G,T = {t1, t2, t3} , k) of Multiway Cut be given. We construct an instance (G′, L, k′) of614

Deletion to List M-Partition as follows. To construct G′, first, add all vertices and615

edges of G to G′. Thus, V (G) ⊆ V (G′) and E(G) ⊆ E(G′). Now add k additional copies of616

each terminal to G′. That is, for each ti ∈ T , add k new vertices ti1, ti2, . . . , tik to V (G′);617

and for each edge tix, add edges ti1x, ti2x, . . . , tikx. (Thus, each tij is a “copy” of ti.) For618

i ∈ [3], let Ti = {ti} ∪ {tij | j ∈ [k]}. And let T ′ = T1 ∪ T2 ∪ T3. Now define the list of each619
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vertex of G′ as follows. For every vertex v ∈ T1, set L(v) = {1}. For every vertex v ∈ T2, set620

L(v) = {2} and for every vertex v ∈ T3, set L(v) = {3}. And for every vertex v ∈ V (G′) \T ′,621

set L(v) = {1, 2, 3}. Finally, set k′ = k.622

Now, if S is a solution to the Multiway Cut instance (G,T, k), we show that S is also623

a solution to the Deletion to List M-Partition instance (G′, L, k). To prove this, we624

construct a partition V = {V1, V2, V3} of G′ − S, and show that it is a list M -partition of625

G′ − S that respects L. Let C = {C1, C2, · · · , Ct} be the connected components of G− S.626

Notice that for no distinct i, j ∈ [3], ti and tj are in the same connected component in C.627

Without loss of generality, we assume that ti ∈ Ci, for i ∈ [3]. We set V1 = V (C1) ∪ T1,628

V2 = V (C2) ∪ T2 and V3 = V (G′ − S) \ (V1 ∪ V2). By the construction of V it is immediate629

that it is a list M -partition of G′ − S that respects L.630

To see the reverse direction, suppose that S′ is a solution for the Deletion to List631

M-Partition instance (G′, L, k′). Since |S′| ≤ k, we can assume that S′ does not contain632

any vertex of Ti for every i ∈ [3], as |Ti| = k + 1 and each vertex of Ti is a copy of the same633

vertex. Then, S′ ⊆ V (G) \ {t1, t2, t3}. Now, for distinct vertices ti, ti′ ∈ T , L(ti)∩L(ti′) = ∅.634

Therefore, ti and ti′ belong to different components of G′ − S′. Hence, ti and ti′ belong to635

different components of G − S′ as well. That is, S′ is a solution to the Multiway Cut636

instance (G,T, k).637

(b). In this case all diagonal entries of M are *s while m1,3 = m2,3 = 0,m1,2 = 1. We show638

that this problem is NP-hard by a reduction from the Tripartite Vertex Cover problem,639

defined as follows.640

Tripartite Vertex Cover
Input: A graph G with a partition of V (G) into three (disjoint) independent sets Z1, Z2,
and Z3, and a non-negative integer k.
Question: Does there exist a set of vertices X ⊆ V (G) such that |X| ≤ k and G−X is
a graph with no edges?

641

It is a folklore result that Tripartite Vertex Cover is NP-hard (For the sake of642

completeness, we exhibit the NP-hardness of Tripartite Vertex Cover in Appendix A).643

Let (G,Z1, Z2, Z3, k) be an instance of the Tripartite Vertex Cover problem. We644

create an instance (G′, L, k′) of Deletion to List M-Partition as follows. We let645

V (G′) = V (G), E(G′) = {uv | u ∈ Z1, v ∈ Z2, and uv /∈ E(G)} ∪ {uv | u ∈ Z1, v ∈646

Z3, and uv ∈ E(G)} ∪ {uv | u ∈ Z2, v ∈ Z3, and uv ∈ E(G)}, and k′ = k. Finally, for each647

i ∈ [3] and u ∈ Zi, we set L(u) = {i}.648

Now we prove the correctness of our NP-hardness reduction. In the forward direction, let649

S be a vertex cover of size at most k in G. We show that S is a solution for the Deletion650

to List M-Partition instance (G′, L, k′). Let V1 = Z1 \ S, V2 = Z2 \ S, and V3 = Z3 \ S.651

Firstly, note that for each i ∈ [3], and each vertex in u ∈ Vi \ S, we have L(v) = i. Thus,652

it remains to argue that for each u ∈ V1 and v ∈ V2, we have uv ∈ E(G′), and for each653

u ∈ V1 ∪ V2 and v ∈ V3, we have uv /∈ E(G). First, consider the case when there are vertices654

u ∈ V1 and v ∈ V2, such that uv /∈ E(G′). In this case, by the construction of G′, we have655

uv ∈ E(G), and u, v /∈ S. This contradicts that S is a vertex cover of G. Next, consider the656

case when there are vertices u ∈ V1 ∪ V2 and v ∈ V3, such that uv ∈ E(G′). Again, by the657

construction of G′, we have uv ∈ E(G) and u, v /∈ E(G), contradicting that S is a vertex658

cover in G. This concludes the proof of forward direction.659

In the reverse direction, let S be a solution to Deletion to List M-Partition for the660

instance (G′, L, k′), and V = {V1, V2, V3} a list M -partition of G′ − S that respects L, where661

for i ∈ [3] and v ∈ Vi, we have i ∈ L(v). Note that V1 ⊆ Z1, V2 ⊆ Z2, and V3 ⊆ Z3. We will662

show that S is solution to Tripartite Vertex Cover for the instance (G,Z1, Z2, Z3, k).663
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Suppose not, then consider an edge uv ∈ E(G− S). If u ∈ Z1 and v ∈ Z2, then uv /∈ E(G′),664

u ∈ V1, and v ∈ V2. This contradict that V1 and V2 are completely adjacent. If u ∈ Z1665

and v ∈ Z3, then uv ∈ E(G′), u ∈ V1, and v ∈ V3. This contradict that no vertex in V1 is666

adjacent to a vertex in V3. The case when u ∈ Z2 and v ∈ Z3 can be argued analogously.667

This concludes the proof. J668

Proof of Lemma 13. In each of the cases below, (G,L, k) denotes an input instance of669

Deletion to List M-Partition. We assume that for each v ∈ V (G), we have L(v) 6= ∅670

(see Lemma 9).671

(a) In this case, all entries of the matrix M are ∗’s. Notice that a vertex v ∈ V (G) can go to672

any one of the parts in a list M -partition, without violating any of the constraints.673

(b) In this case, index 3 dominates both 1 and 2. So we can assume that there is no vertex674

v ∈ V (G) such that {1, 3} ⊆ L(v) or {1, 2} ⊆ L(v). Let X = {v ∈ V (G) | L(v) = {1}},675

Y = {v ∈ V (G) | L(v) = {2}} and Z = {v ∈ V (G) | 3 ∈ L(v)}. Consider a solution S to676

the Deletion to List M-Partition instance (G,L, k). Observe the following two facts.677

First, if a vertex v ∈ S ∩ Z, then S \ {v} is also a solution. (For a list M -partition V of678

G− (S \ {v}), we can place v in V3 without violating any of the constraints.) Secondly, S is679

an (X,Y )-separator in G− Z. Conversely, note that any (X,Y )-separator S′ in G− Z is a680

solution for the Deletion to List M-Partition instance (G,L, k). In particular, note681

that as there is no path in G− (Z ∪ S′) from X \ S′ to Y \ S′, every vertex v ∈ V (G)− S′682

with L(v) = {1, 2} is reachable from at most one of the sets X \ S′ or Y \ S′. Therefore, we683

can obtain a list M -partition V = {V1, V2, V3} of G− S′ as follows: for v ∈ V (G) \ S′, place684

v in Vi if L(v) = {i}, and if L(v) = {1, 2}, then place v in V1 if v is reachable from X \ S′,685

and place v in V2 otherwise. Therefore, in order to solve Deletion to List M-Partition686

on (G,L, k), all we need to do is find the minimum (X,Y )-separator in G−Z, which can be687

done in polynomial time.688

(c) In this case, indices 1 and 2 dominate each other. Thus we can assume that the list of689

no vertex contains both 1 and 2. Now consider the sets X = {v ∈ V (G) | L(v) = {3}} and690

Y = {x ∈ V (G) | L(v) ⊆ {1, 2}}. Notice that a set S ⊆ V (G) is a solution to the Deletion691

to List M-Partition instance (G,L, k) if and only if S is an (X,Y )-separator. A minimum692

sized (X,Y )-separator can be found in polynomial time [21]. J693

Next, we will prove Observation 3 which will cover the cases in Theorem 11 when694

Deletion to List M-Partition is para-NP-hard. This observation is based on the following695

fact. For an `× ` matrix M , testing whether a given graph G admits an M -partition (i.e.,696

the recognition version) is the same as solving Deletion to List M-Partition (i.e., the697

deletion version) with parameter k = 0, and L(v) = [`] for v ∈ V (G). Therefore, for a matrix698

M , if the recognition version itself is NP-hard, then Deletion to List M-Partition is699

para-NP-hard. From the above discussions, we immediately obtain the following observation.700

B Observation 3. The problem Deletion to List M-Partition is para-NP-hard, when701

M is one of the following matrices.702

1. m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = 0 and m1,2 = m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗, or703

2. m1,1 = m2,2 = ∗, m3,3 = 0, m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗ and m1,2 = 0.704

Proof of Observation 3. The proof of item 1 follows from the fact that such an M -partition705

corresponds to a 3-colouring. Therefore, List M-Partition corresponds to the 3-Colouring706

problem, which is NP-hard [22]. Similarly, the proof of item 2 follows from the fact that707

such an M -partition corresponds to a stable cutset partition. Therefore, List M-Partition708

corresponds to the Stable Cutset problem, which is NP-hard [4]. J709
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Proof of Lemma 17. We prove Lemma 17 by proving that Algorithm 3.2 is correct. And710

to prove that, it is enough to prove the following. Let S be an optimal solution to the list711

partition problem, and S′ ⊆ S be a minimal (X,Y )-separator, where X and Y are as defined712

in Step 1 of the algorithm. Let Ŝ be an important (X,Y )-separator that dominates S′, i.e.,713

|Ŝ| ≤ |S′| and RG−S′(X) ⊂ RG−Ŝ(X). We will show that S̃ = (S \S′)∪ Ŝ is also an optimal714

solution.715

We first show that Ŝ is an (S′ \ Ŝ, Y )-separator. Suppose not, then there is an s–y716

path P in G− Ŝ for some s ∈ S′ \ Ŝ and y ∈ Y \ Ŝ. As S′ is a minimal (X,Y )- separator,717

there is an X–Y path, say P ′, that intersects S′ only in s. Consider the X–s subpath of718

P ′ and call it P ′′. None of the vertices of P ′′ can belong to Ŝ, as for each v ∈ V (P ′′),719

v ∈ RG−S′(X) ⊆ RG−Ŝ(X). Thus, P ′′ is a path in G− Ŝ. Then P ′′ followed by the path P720

is an X–Y path in G− Ŝ, which contradicts the fact that Ŝ is an (X,Y )-separator. Thus, Ŝ721

is an (S′ \ Ŝ, Y )-separator.722

Now, let Z ′ be the reachability set of Y \S′ in G−S′, and Ẑ the reachability set of Y \ Ŝ723

in G − Ŝ. (Notice that for every vertex v /∈ Ẑ, we have 3 ∈ L(v), and therefore, v can be724

placed in V3 without violating any of the constraints on m3,3 or m1,3 or m2,3. And every725

vertex v ∈ Ẑ has either 1 or 2 on its list.) We claim that Ẑ ⊆ Z ′. Consider z ∈ Ẑ. Let Q be726

a w–z path in G− Ŝ for some w ∈ Y . Suppose z /∈ Z ′. Then Q must pass through S′, i.e.,727

V (Q) ∩ S′ 6= ∅. Let u ∈ V (Q) ∩ S′ 6= ∅. But then the u–w subpath of Q is an (S′ \ Ŝ)− Y728

path in G− Ŝ, which contradicts the fact that Ŝ is an (S′ \ Ŝ, Y )-separator. Thus, Ẑ ⊆ Z ′,729

and G[Ẑ] is an induced subgraph of G[Z ′]. Observe that (S \ S′) is a solution of size at730

most k− |S′| for the list partition instance on G[Z ′]. Hence, (S \ S′) is a solution for the list731

partition instance on G[Ẑ] as well. J732

Algorithm for the Deletion to List (2, 1)-Graph. We now design an FPT algorithm733

for the Deletion to List M-Partition problem, where M is the (symmetric) matrix734

such that m1,1 = m2,2 = 0,m3,3 = 1 and m1,2 = m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗. We note that the735

List M-Partition for this case is same as the recognition problem of (r, `)-graphs, for736

r = 2, ` = 1. The family of (r, `)-graphs was introduced by Brandstadt et al. [5]. A graph that737

has a list M -partition will be referred to as a list (2, 1)-graph. A list M -partition will also738

be referred to as a list (2, 1)-partition. An FPT algorithm for Deletion to (2, 1)-Graph,739

the non-list version of the problem, was given in [25]. The algorithm for Deletion to List740

(2, 1)-Graph is very similar, which is presented below.741

I Lemma 23. Deletion to List (2, 1)-Graph admits an FPT algorithm.742

We use iterative compression and the FPT algorithm for Deletion to 2-List M-743

Partition to obtain an algorithm for Deletion to List (2, 1)-Graph. Note that from744

Lemma 21 it is enough to design an FPT algorithm for the compression version of the745

problem. We call the compression version of Deletion to List (2, 1)-Graph as the746

List (2, 1)-Compression problem (see Section D). The following lemma shows that List747

(2, 1)-Compression is in FPT.748

I Lemma 24. List (2, 1)-Compression admits an FPT algorithm.749

Proof. We design an algorithm for List (2, 1)-Compression. Let (G,L, S′) be an instance of750

the problem. We compute a list (2, 1)-partition V = {V1, V2, V3} of G−S′ using the algorithm751

in [5]. We note that the algorithm of Brandstadt et al. [5] can compute all (2, 1)-partitions752

for the given graph in polynomial time, and since G− S′ admits a list (2, 1)-partition, one753

of the partitions returned by the algorithm in [5] is a valid list (2, 1)-partition of G − S′.754
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Let V1 = {V1, V2} be the independent parts and V2 = {V3} be the clique part. Let S be755

a hypothetical solution of size at most k for the problem, which the algorithm is supposed756

to compute. Also let U be the list (2, 1)-partition of G − S, where U1 = {U1, U2} are the757

independent parts and U2 = {U3} is the clique part. The algorithm first guesses a partition758

(Y,N) of S′ such that Y = S′ ∩ S and N = S′ \ S. Note that since N is not part of the759

solution S, G[N ] has a list (2, 1)-partition. There are at most 3|N | ≤ 3k list (2, 1)-partitions760

of G[N ] and we guess a partition (and we try all possible partitions). After this guess, for761

each v ∈ N , we only keep in L(v) the index of the part that v belongs to in the current762

guessed list (2, 1)-partition of G[N ].763

Next, consider the sets VC = (V (V1)∩V (U2))\(S∪S′) and VI = (V (V2)∩V (U1))\(S∪S′).764

Each set has size at most 2 and we guess the vertices in VC and VI (see Observation 2).765

After the guess of VI and VC , any vertex in V (V1) \ VC either belongs to V (U1) or to the766

solution S. Consider a vertex v ∈ V (V1) \ VC . We can safely delete the index 3 from L(v),767

thereby reducing the size of its list to at most 2. Similarly, any vertex in V (V2) \ VI either768

belongs to V (U2) or to the solution. Consider a vertex v ∈ V (V2) \ VI . We can safely delete769

the indices 1 and 2 from L(v), thereby reducing the size of its list to at most 2. Thus, we770

have reduced our instance to an instance of List (2, 1)-Compression. Since there are at771

most 4kn4 guesses, we have at most 4kn4 many instances of List (2, 1)-Compression such772

that our original instance is a yes instance of List (2, 1)-Compression if and only if there773

is one of the created instances of Deletion to 2-List M-Partition is a yes instance. By774

Proposition 6, List (2, 1)-Compression is in FPT. J775

Equivalently, FPT algorithms can be obtained for Deletion to List (1, 2)-Graph. Here,776

the problem Deletion to List (1, 2)-Graph is the Deletion to List M-Partition777

problem when M is the (symmetric) matrix such that m1,1 = 0,m2,2 = m3,3 = 1 and778

m1,2 = m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗.779

I Corollary 25. Deletion to List (1, 2)-Graph admits an FPT algorithm.780

Finally, we describe the full proof of Theorem 11.781

Proof of Theorem 11. The proof of item 1, item 2 and item 3 of the theorem statement782

follows from Lemma 13, Observation 3 and Lemma 14, respectively. Therefore, we next focus783

on the proof of item 4 of the Theorem statement. We only consider matrices that are not784

covered by any of the previous three cases. Let us first classify matrices M depending on the785

number of off-diagonal entries that are 0s. In fact, we will only make distinctions based on786

the off-diagonal entries in the upper triangular submatrix MU of M , since M is a symmetric787

matrix. Below, we deal with each class separately.788

Case 1: At most one off-diagonal entry in MU is 0. If a row of M has both a 0 and789

a 1, then by Proposition 7, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable. Therefore, we can790

assume that no row has both a 0 and 1. Since we are under the assumption that at most791

one off-diagonal entry of MU is 0, by complementation, we can assume that at most one792

off-diagonal entry of MU is 1 as well. (Notice that if at least two off-diagonal entries of MU793

were 1, then at least two off-diagonal entries of MU would be 0, and we will consider this in794

our later cases.) Again, because M is a symmetric matrix, observe that whenever there is795

exactly one 0 and exactly one 1 as off-diagonal entries of MU then there is a row containing796

both a 0 and a 1. In such a case, we apply Proposition 7. Therefore, we are left with the case797

when MU has two off-diagonal entries as ∗s and the other off-diagonal entry is from {0, 1, ∗}.798

We assume for rest of the sub-cases that m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗. (All other cases of M such that799
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MU has two off-diagonal entries as ∗s and the other off-diagonal entry is from {0, 1, ∗} can800

be symmetrically argued.)801

Case 1.1. Consider the case when m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗ and m3,3 = ∗, then index 3 dominates 1802

and 2 (since M is symmetric). Hence, if a list contains both 1 and 3, remove 1; and if a list803

contains both 2 and 3, remove 2. (This is safe, by Proposition 5.) Now every list has size at804

most two, and by Proposition 6, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable. Therefore, for the805

rest of the analysis of this case, we assume that m3,3 ∈ {0, 1}.806

Case 1.2. Consider the case whenm1,1,m2,2,m3,3 ∈ {0, 1}, but not all three diagonal entries807

are of the same value. (Recall that m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗,m3,3 ∈ {0, 1}.) Suppose m1,2 = 1. Then,808

if m1,1 = 0 or m2,2 = 0, then we have a row with both a 0 and a 1. And by Proposition 7, the809

problem is fixed parameter tractable. So assume m1,1 = m2,2 = 1. Then, 1 and 2 dominate810

each other. Therefore, we can assume that no list contains both 1 and 2. By Propositions811

5 and 6, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable. By complementation, the case when812

m1,2 = 0 is also fixed-parameter tractable. If m1,2 = ∗, then note that in the current case of813

m1,1,m2,2,m3,3 ∈ {0, 1} where all of them are not equal, two of m1,1,m2,2,m3,3 are equal814

by pigeonhole principle. This case is dealt with using Lemma 23 or Corollary 25.815

Case 1.3. We further consider sub-cases based on the entry m1,2 ∈ {0, 1, ∗}. (Again, we816

have m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗,m3,3 ∈ {0, 1}.)817

Case 1.3.1. First, suppose that m1,2 = ∗. Then, if m1,1 = ∗, then 1 dominates 2. If818

m2,2 = ∗, then index 2 dominates 1. In either case, by Propositions 5 and 6 the problem819

is fixed-parameter tractable. Therefore, assume that m1,2 = ∗ and m1,1,m2,2 6= ∗. Then,820

m1,1,m2,2 ∈ {0, 1}. If m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3, then M is the matrix corresponding to 3-821

Colouring, which is not possible. Otherwise not all three of m1,1,m2,2,m3,3 are the same.822

But we already dealt with this case in the preceding paragraph.823

Case 1.3.2. Now, assume that m1,2 = 0. If m1,1 or m2,2 is 1, then we have a row with824

both a 0 and a 1. And by Proposition 7, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable. Thus825

m1,1,m2,2 ∈ {0, ∗}. If m1,1 = m2,2 = 0, then indices 1 and 2 dominate each other. If826

m1,1 = ∗ and m2,2 = 0, then index 1 dominates 2. If m1,1 = 0 and m2,2 = ∗, then index827

2 dominates 1. In all the cases, by Propositions 5 and 6 the problem is fixed-parameter828

tractable.829

So assume that m1,1 = m2,2 = ∗. Recall that we are under the assumption that830

m3,3 ∈ {0, 1}. If m3,3 = 0, then an M -partition is a stable cutset partition, and if m3,3 = 1,831

then an M -partition is a clique cutset partition, neither of which is possible (see item 2 and832

3 of the theorem statement).833

To end our argument, note that a matrix M with m1,2 = 0,m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗ is834

the complement of a matrix M with m1,2 = 1,m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗. Thus if all cases where835

m1,2 = 0,m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗ are covered, then so are all cases where m1,2 = 1,m1,3 = m2,3 = ∗.836

Case 2: Exactly two off-diagonal entries of MU are 0s. Assume thatm1,3 = m2,3 = 0837

and m1,2 ∈ {1, ∗}. All other cases of two off-diagonal entries of MU being 0 can be838

symmetrically argued. If any one of m1,1,m2,2 or m3,3 is 1, then M has a row that contains839

both a 0 and a 1. Then, by Proposition 7, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable. So840

assume that m1,1,m2,2,m3,3 ∈ {0, ∗}. Now, we will consider each possibility of m1,2 for our841

analysis. Note first that if m1,2 = 1, then M has a row containing both a 0 and a 1, and by842

Proposition 7, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable. So, assume that m1,2 = ∗.843

Case 2.1. If m1,1 = ∗, then index 1 dominates 2. If m2,2 = ∗, then index 2 dominates 1. In844

either case, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable, by Propositions 5 and 6.845
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Case 2.2. So assume that m1,1 = m2,2 = 0. If m3,3 = 0, then index 1 dominates 2, and by846

Propositions 5 and 6 the problem is again fixed-parameter tractable.847

If m3,3 = ∗, then an M -partition is a bipartite-star partition, and by Lemma 17, the848

problem is fixed-parameter tractable.849

Case 3: All off-diagonal entries of MU are 0s. If any one of m1,1,m2,2 or m3,3 is 1,850

then M has a row containing both a 0 and a 1. And by Proposition 7, the problem is851

fixed-parameter tractable. So assume that m1,1,m2,2,m3,3 ∈ {0, ∗}.852

Case 3.1. If m1,1 = 0 and m2,2 = ∗, then index 2 dominates 1. If m1,1 = ∗ and m2,2 = 0,853

then index 1 dominates 2. In either case, the problem is fixed-parameter tractable, by854

Propositions 5 and 6.855

Case 3.2. So assume that m1,1 = m2,2. If m1,1 = m2,2 = 0, then index 1 dominates 2. If856

m1,1 = m2,2 = ∗ and m3,3 = 0, then index 1 dominates 3. In either case, by Propositions 5857

and 6 the problem is fixed-parameter tractable.858

So assume that m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = ∗. Then M is the three-stars matrix, and by859

Lemma 17, the problem is fixed parameter tractable. J860

F Classification of 4× 4 matrices where no diagonal entry is a ∗861

In this section, we obtain a complete dichotomy result on the parameterized complexity of862

Deletion to List M-Partition, when M is a 4 × 4 matrix whose all diagonal entries863

belong to the set {0, 1}. To this end, we start by defining the following matrix, which we call864

the 3-Colouring matrix.865

Mcol =

0 ∗ ∗
∗ 0 ∗
∗ ∗ 0


We will establish our dichotomy result by proving the following theorem.866

I Theorem 26. Consider a Deletion to List M-Partition problem, where the matrix867

M has only 0s and 1s as diagonal entries. If M does not contain an equivalent matrix of868

Mcol (or its complement) as a sub-matrix, then the problem is FPT. Otherwise, the problem869

is para-NP-hard.870

We note that, the NP-hardness of all Deletion to List M-Partition problems, with871

the added assumption that no diagonal entry of M is a ∗, follow from Lewis and Yannakakis’872

result [29] on vertex deletion to non-trivial, hereditary graph classes.873

As in the case of 3× 3 matrices, we solve a number of these problems by reducing the874

given instance to Deletion to 2-List M-Partition. But there are several cases in which875

this fails, and we are forced to apply different techniques, using structural properties of the876

matrix M .877

In the following lemma, we show that when M contains an equivalent matrix of Mcol (or878

its complement) as a sub-matrix, then the problem is the problem is para-NP-hard.879

I Lemma 27. Consider a Deletion to List M-Partition problem, where the matrix880

M has only 0s and 1s as diagonal entries and M contains an equivalent matrix of Mcol (or881

its complement) as a sub-matrix. Then the Deletion to List M-Partition problem is882

para-NP-hard.883

Proof. To prove the para-NP-hardness result, notice that it is enough to show that for k = 0,884

the problem is NP-hard. And when k = 0, the Deletion to List M-Partition problem885
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is same as the List M-Partition problem. If M contains a 3 × 3 submatrix which is886

equivalent to the complement of Mcol, then M contains a 3× 3 submatrix which is equivalent887

to Mcol. Thus, from Observation 1 it is enough to consider the case when M has a 3 × 3888

submatrix M ′ which is equivalent to Mcol. Let {i1, i2, i3} ⊆ [4] be the submatrix index of889

Ms for M , where i1 ≤ i2 ≤ i3. If for c ∈ [3], m′c,c = ∗, then mic,ic = ∗, contradicting that M890

has all diagonal entries from {0, 1}. Thus, we have that m′i,i = 0, for each i ∈ [3]. The above891

implies that M ′ = Mcol, i.e. the bijection-witness is the identity function.892

In the following we will establish the para-NP-hardness of Deletion to List M-893

Partition. Let G be an instance of 3-Colouring. We create an instance (G′, L, k) of894

Deletion to List M-Partition as follows. We set G′ = G and k = 0. For each v ∈ V (G),895

we set L(v) = {i1, i2, i3}. Now notice that G is a yes instance of 3-Colouring if and only896

if (G′, L, k) is a yes instance of Deletion to List M-Partition. This completes the897

proof. J898

In the following, we state a result regarding Deletion to List M-Partition, for a899

specific matrix. We note that this result follows from a result of Chitnis et al. [9].900

B Observation 4 ([9]). Deletion to List M̂-partition (also called 2-Disconnected901

Bipartition or 2-DB) is fixed parameter tractable parameterized by the solution size, when902

M̂ (called the 2-DB matrix) is the following matrix.903

M2db =


0 ∗ 0 0
∗ 0 0 0
0 0 0 ∗
0 0 ∗ 0


Hereafter, we will only consider those 4 × 4 matrices which are not equivalent to the904

matrix (or its complement) in Observation 4. For integers i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, such that905

i+ j = 4, whenever we write a matrix subscripted by (the ordered pair) ij, for example Mij ,906

then we will mean that there are exactly i and j diagonal entries in Mij that are 0s and 1s,907

respectively. We will prove our result by considering cases on the types of diagonal entries908

the matrix M has. In Section F.1, Section F.2 and Section F.3 we give FPT algorithms for909

Deletion to List M22-Partition, Deletion to List M31-Partition, Deletion to910

List M40-Partition, respectively.911

In the rest of this section, we will give the proof of Theorem 26, assuming the results of912

Section F.1 to F.3.913

Proof of Theorem 26. Consider a matrix M that has only 0s and 1s as diagonal entries.914

Also assume that the matrix M is not equivalent to M2db (or its complement). First, if the915

matrix contains an equivalent matrix of Mcol (or its complement) as a sub-matrix, then from916

Lemma 27, the problem is para-NP-hard. Therefore, we are in the case where M does not917

contain an equivalent matrix of Mcol or M2db (or their complements) as a sub-matrix. Then918

the following cases arise:919

• M has two diagonal entries as 0 and two diagonal entries as 1. Then the statement of920

the theorem follows from Lemma 28 (Section F.1).921

• M has three diagonal entries as 0 and one diagonal entry as 1. Then the statement of922

the theorem follows from Lemma 32 (Section F.2).923

• M has three diagonal entries as 1 and one diagonal entry as 0. Let M be the complement924

of M . If a graph G realizes a list M -partition, then the graph G will realize a list925
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M -partition. Thus, by considering the complement of the input graph, the statement of926

the theorem follows from Lemma 32 (Section F.2).927

• If M has all diagonal entries as 0, then the statement of the theorem follows from928

Lemma 33. On the other hand, if M has all diagonal entries as 1, then by taking the929

complement of the input graph G and the complement of the matrix M , we obtain the930

statement of the theorem from Lemma 33 (Section F.3).931

This completes the proof. J932

F.1 FPT Algorithm for Deletion to List M22-Partition933

In this section, we design an FPT algorithm for the problem Deletion to List M22-934

Partition. The focus of this section will be to design FPT algorithm for List M22-935

Compression. And this together with Lemma 21 will imply that Deletion to List936

M22-Partition admits an FPT algorithm.937

To design our FPT algorithm for List M22-Compression, we will design a polynomial938

time algorithm for List M22-Partition. Firstly, we give an algorithm for List M22-939

Compression assuming a polynomial time algorithm for List M22-Partition. Then, we940

design a polynomial time algorithm for the List M22-Partition problem.941

In the following lemma, we show that List M22-Compression is FPT.942

I Lemma 28. List M22-Compression admits an FPT algorithm.943

Proof. Let (G,L, S′) be the instance of the problem. Then G− S′ has a list M22-partition.944

With respect to this partition, let V1 be the collection of parts that are independent sets,945

and V2 be the collection of parts that are cliques. Let S be a hypothetical solution of size946

k for the problem, which the algorithm is supposed to compute. Again, G − S has a list947

M22-partition. Let U1 be the collection of parts that are independent sets, and U2 be the948

collection of parts that are cliques. The algorithm first guesses a partition (Y,N) of S′ such949

that Y = S′ ∩ S and N = S′ \ S. After this guess, the objective is to compute a set Z of size950

at most k′ = k − |Y | such that G− (Z ∪ Y ) has a list M22-partition. Also note that since N951

is not part of the solution S, G[N ] must have a list M22-partition. Consider the restricted952

pairs (V1 − (S ∪ S′),V2 − (S ∪ S′)) and (U1 − (S ∪ S′),U2 − (S ∪ S′)) of G− (S ∪ S′). By953

Observation 2 we know that the cardinalities of each of the sets (V (V1) ∩ V (U2)) \ (S ∪ S′)954

and (V (V2) ∩ V (U1)) \ (S ∪ S′) are bounded by 4. So now the algorithm guesses the set955

VC = (V (V1) ∩ V (U2)) \ (S ∪ S′) and VI = (V (V2) ∩ V (U1)) \ (S ∪ S′), each of them having956

size at most 4. After the guess of VI and VC , any vertex in V (V2)\VI either belongs to V (U2)957

or belongs to the hypothetical solution S. Similarly any vertex in V (V1) \ VC either belongs958

to V (U1) or belongs to the hypothetical solution S. There are at most 4|N | ≤ 4k+1 many list959

M22-partitions of G[N ]. The algorithm now guesses a list M22-partition of G[N ] that is the960

restriction of the final M22-partition of G− S, to G[N ]. Since the list M22-partition is fixed,961

for each vertex v ∈ N , if it is guessed to belong to part i in the fixed list M22-partition of962

G[N ] and if i /∈ L(v) then we discard the guess. Otherwise, we delete from L(v) all indices963

but i. Consider vertices in (V (V1) \ VC) ∪ VI . By the above arguments, these vertices will964

only belong to independent set parts in the final list M22-partition of G − S, or they can965

be deleted. Therefore, for any such vertex v, we can delete from L(v) the indices of all the966

clique parts. In case v ends up with an empty list, then v must be deleted (Lemma 9). If967

k = 0 then we do not have the budget to delete v and therefore we discard the current guess.968

Otherwise, we delete v and reduce the parameter k by 1 (Lemma 9). After this reduction all969

these vertices have lists of size at most 2. Similarly, we can reduce the sizes of lists of vertices970
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in (V (V2) \ VI)∪ VC to 2, or either delete a vertex and decrement the parameter k or discard971

the current guess. Therefore, on fixing guesses for VC , VI and a list M22-partition of G[N ]972

we reduce our List M22-Compression problem to a Deletion to 2-List M22-Partition973

problem, which by Proposition 6 is FPT. Since there are polynomially many guesses that are974

being made, the List M22-Compression problem is FPT.975

Finally, we analyse the correctness of the algorithm. In one direction, suppose for a976

reduced instance (G′, L′, k′) we obtain a k′-sized solution set S∗ such that G′ − S∗ list977

M22-partition U ′. Note that G′ is an induced subgraph of G and for each vertex u ∈ V (G′),978

L′(u) = L(u). Consider the set S = S∗ ∪ {V (G) \ V (G′)}. By construction of the reduced979

instances, the size of S is at most k. Therefore, U ′ is a list M22-partition of G. On the980

other hand, suppose that for the original instance (G,L, S′, k) of List M22-Compression981

there is a k-sized solution S such that G− S has a list M22-partition U . Recall that V is a982

list M22-partition of G− S′. Let Y = S′ ∩ S, N = S′ \ S, VC = (V (V1) ∩ V (U2)) \ (S ∪ S′)983

and VI = (V (V2) ∩ V (U1)) \ (S ∪ S′) and let UN be the list M22-partition of G[N ] when U984

is restricted to G[N ]. Let k′ = k − |Y |. For each vertex u ∈ N let L′(u) be the sublist of985

L(u) that contains only the index of the part in UN to which it belongs. For each vertex986

u ∈ (V (V1) \ VC) ∪ VI , let L′(u) be the sublist of L(u) that contains only the indices of the987

independent set parts. Similarly, for each vertex u ∈ (V (V2) \ VI) ∪ VC , let L′(u) be the988

sublist of L(u) that contains only the indices of the clique parts. Then for the corresponding989

set of guesses our algorithm is going to output yes for the reduced instance (G− Y,L′, k′) of990

2-List M-Partition. This concludes the proof of correctness of our algorithm. J991

In the following lemma, we give a polynomial time algorithm for List M22-Partition.992

I Lemma 29. The List M22-Partition problem admits a polynomial time algorithm.993

Proof. We will describe an iterative algorithm. Let (G,L) be the input of the List M22-994

Partition problem, and let V (G) = {v1, . . . , vn}. For every i ∈ [n], we define the subgraph995

Gi = G[{v1, . . . , vi}]. We iterate through the instances Ii = (Gi, L) starting with i = 5.996

When we consider the ith instance and a known list M22-partition for the instance Ii−1, our997

objective is to obtain a list M22-partition of the instance Ii. We formally define this iteration998

problem as follows.999

List M22-Iteration
Input: A graph G, a list function L, a vertex v ∈ V (G) and a list M22-partition of
G− {v}.
Output: A list M22-partition of G.

1000

We reduce the List M22-Partition problem to n − 4 instances of the List M22-1001

Iteration problem in the following manner. Let (G,L) be an instance of List M22-1002

Partition, where V (G) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}. For i ∈ [n], we let Xi = {vj | j ∈ [i]}. When1003

i ≤ 4, there is a trivial brute-force way of finding a list M22-partition Vi for Gi. Let1004

Ii = (Gi, L|Xi
, vi,Vi−1) be the ith instance of List M22-Iteration. Hence, we start the1005

iteration with the instance I5 = (G5, L|Xi , v5,V4) and try to obtain a list M22-partition1006

for Gi. If such a partition Vi exists, we go to the next iteration. If during any iteration,1007

the corresponding instance does not have a list M22-partition, it implies that the original1008

instance (G,L) is a no instance for List M22-Partition. If the input instance (G,L) is a1009

yes instance, then Vn is a list M22-partition for G, where n = |V (G)|. Since there are at1010

most n iterations, the total time taken by the algorithm to solve List M22-Partition is at1011

most n times the time taken to solve List M22-Iteration.1012

The following claim shows that List M22-Iteration can be solved in polynomial time.1013
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B Claim 30. List M22-Iteration can be solved in polynomial time.1014

Proof. Let (G,L, v,V) be the instance of the problem. Then V is a list M22-partition of1015

G−{v}. With respect to this partition, let V1 be the collection of parts that are independent1016

sets, and V2 be the collection of parts that are cliques. Let U be a hypothetical list M22-1017

partition for G. Let U1 be the collection of parts that are independent sets, and U2 be the1018

collection of parts that are cliques. The algorithm first guesses to which part of U the vertex v1019

will belong: If the index of that part is not in L(v) then we discard the guess, and otherwise we1020

delete all other indices in the list L(v) and keep only the index of that part. After this guess,1021

consider the restricted pairs (V1,V2) and (U1−{v},U2−{v}) of G− v. By Observation 2 we1022

know that the cardinality of each of the set (V (V1)∩ V (U2)) \ {v} and (V (V2)∩ V (U1)) \ {v}1023

are bounded by 4. So now the algorithm guesses the set VC = (V (V1) ∩ V (U2)) \ {v} and1024

VI = (V (V2)∩ V (U1)) \ {v}, each of them having size at most 4. We also guess to which part1025

of U the vertices of VI ∪ VC will belong, and subsequently reduce the list sizes to 1 or reject1026

the current guess. After the guess of VI and VC , any vertex in V (V2)− VI belongs to V (U2).1027

Similarly any vertex in V (V1)− VC belongs to V (U1). Consider vertices in (V (V1)− VC). By1028

the above arguments, these vertices will only belong to independent set parts in the final list1029

M22-partition of G−S. Therefore, for such a vertex v, we delete all indices corresponding to1030

independent parts and only keep the indices of the clique parts. In the process, if a vertex has1031

an empty list, then we reject the current guess. After this reduction all these vertices have1032

lists of size at most 2. Similarly, we can reduce the sizes of lists of vertices in (V (V2)− VI)1033

to 2, or reject the current guess due to resulting empty lists. Therefore, on fixing guesses1034

for VC , VI we reduce our List M22-Iteration problem to a 2-List M22-Partition, which1035

as stated in Proposition 2, is a special case of 2-SAT. Moreover, due to self-reducibility of1036

2-SAT, a satisfying solution can be obtained. This results in an M22-partition of G [20].1037

Finally, we analyse the correctness of the algorithm. In one direction, suppose we obtain a1038

list M22-partition U for G in one of our reduced problems. Notice that the reduced problems1039

are of the form (G,L′) where for each w ∈ V (G), L′(w) ⊆ L(w). Therefore, this is also1040

a list M22-partition of (G,L). On the other hand, suppose there is a list M22-partition1041

U for the original instance (G,L). Recall that V is a list M22-partition of G \ {v}. Let1042

VC = (V (V1) ∩ V (U2)) \ {v} and VI = (V (V2) ∩ V (U1)) \ {v} and let v belong to part i1043

in U . Then for the corresponding set of guesses our algorithm is going to output yes for1044

the corresponding reduced instance of 2-List M22-Partition. This concludes the proof of1045

correctness of our algorithm. J1046

J1047

F.2 FPT Algorithm for Deletion to List M31-Partition1048

In this section, we consider the problem Deletion to List M31-Partition, which is1049

the Deletion to List M-Partition problem, when M has three diagonal entries as 01050

and one diagonal entry as 1. Again, we will focus on designing an FPT algorithm for List1051

M31-Compression. And this together with Lemma 21 will imply that Deletion to List1052

M31-Partition admits an FPT algorithm.1053

Similar to the Section F.2, to design our FPT algorithm for List M31-Compression, we1054

will design a polynomial time algorithm for List M31-Partition. Then, we give an algorithm1055

for List M31-Compression using the polynomial time algorithm for List M31-Partition.1056

I Lemma 31. Consider a List M31-Partition problem, where the input matrix does not1057

contain the 3-Colouring matrix as a sub-matrix. Then there is a polynomial time algorithm1058

that finds a required partition.1059
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Matrix Class Proof

Contains the 3-Coloring matrix as a sub matrix para-NP-hard Lemma 27
(Also see Lemma 32-Case 2)

0 1 − −
1 0 − −
− − 0 −
− − − 1

,


0 − 1 −
− 0 − −
1 − 0 −
− − − 1

,


0 − − −
− 0 1 −
− 1 0 −
− − − 1

 FPT Lemma 32-Case 1


0 0 0 ∗
0 0 0 −
0 0 0 −
∗ − − 1

,


0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0/1
1 1 0/1 1

,


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0/1
0 0 0/1 1

 FPT Lemma 32-Case 3


0 ∗ 0 ∗
∗ 0 0 −
0 0 0 −
∗ − − 1

,


0 ∗ 0 −
∗ 0 0 ∗
0 0 0 −
− ∗ − 1

 FPT Lemma 32-Case 4.1


0 ∗ 0 −
∗ 0 0 −
0 0 0 ∗
− − ∗ 1




0 ∗ 0 1
∗ 0 0 0
0 0 0 ∗
1 0 ∗ 1

 FPT Lemma 32-Case 4.2.1


0 ∗ 0 0
∗ 0 0 0
0 0 0 ∗
0 0 ∗ 1

 FPT Lemma 32-Case 4.2.2


0 ∗ 0 1
∗ 0 0 1
0 0 0 ∗
1 1 ∗ 1

 FPT Lemma 32-Case 4.2.3


0 ∗ 0 0/1
∗ 0 0 0/1
0 0 0 0/1

0/1 0/1 0/1 1




0 ∗ 0 0
∗ 0 0 0/1
0 0 0 0
0 0/1 0 1

,


0 ∗ 0 1
∗ 0 0 0/1
0 0 0 1
1 0/1 1 1

,


0 ∗ 0 0/1
∗ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0/1 0 0 1

,


0 ∗ 0 0/1
∗ 0 0 1
0 0 0 1

0/1 1 1 1

 FPT Lemma 32-Case 4.3.1


0 ∗ 0 1
∗ 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1

 FPT Lemma 32-Case 4.3.2


0 ∗ 0 0
∗ 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1

 FPT Lemma 32-Case 4.3.3


0 ∗ 0 −
∗ 0 ∗ −
0 ∗ 0 −
− − − 1




0 ∗ 0 ∗
∗ 0 ∗ −
0 ∗ 0 −
∗ − − 1

,


0 ∗ 0 −
∗ 0 ∗ −
0 ∗ 0 ∗
− − ∗ 1

,


0 ∗ 0 =
∗ 0 ∗ −
0 ∗ 0 =
= − = 1

 FPT Lemma 32-Case 4.4.1


0 ∗ 0 0
∗ 0 ∗ ∗
0 ∗ 0 1
0 ∗ 1 1

 FPT Lemma 32-Case 4.4.2


0 ∗ 0 0
∗ 0 ∗ 0
0 ∗ 0 1
0 0 1 1

 FPT Lemma 32-Case 4.4.3


0 ∗ 0 0
∗ 0 ∗ 1
0 ∗ 0 1
0 1 1 1

 FPT Lemma 32-Case 4.4.4

Figure 3 An overview of our results for matrices of order 4× 4, when the diagonal has exactly
three 0s and a 1. (Complement or equivalent matrices are not shown.) Each row of the table only
considers matrices that are not covered by the previous rows. In a matrix, all entries marked by ’=’
are of the same value. That is, if both mij and mp,q are marked by ’=’, then mij = mpq.

The proof of Lemma 31 can be obtained in the same way as that of Lemma 29 (and using1060

the case analysis in the proof of Lemma 32, to be given shortly).1061

Before moving on to the algorithm for List M31-Compression, we make an assumption1062

regarding the matrix M31 and explain why such an assumption is valid. Recall that in the1063

matrix M31, exactly three of the diagonal entries are 0 and the remaining diagonal entry is1064

1. We assume that in the matrix M31 (where entries are denoted by mi,j), m1,1 = m2,2 =1065

m3,3 = 0 and m4,4 = 1. Notice that if M31 were not a matrix which satisfies the above1066

condition on the diagonal entries, then there would be a matrix equivalent to M31 which1067

satisfies the condition. From the above argument together with Proposition 1 it is enough to1068

consider the case when M31 indeed satisfies the previously stated condition on the diagonal1069

entries. We now move to our algorithm for List M31-Compression, in the following lemma.1070

I Lemma 32. Consider a List M31-Compression problem, where the input matrix does1071

not contain the 3-Colouring matrix as a sub-matrix. Then the problem is FPT. Otherwise,1072
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the problem is para-NP-hard.1073

Proof. Let (G,L, S′) be the instance of the List M31-Compression problem. Then G− S′1074

has a list M31-partition V. With respect to this partition, let V1 be the collection of parts1075

that are independent sets, and V2 be the collection of parts that are cliques.1076

Let S be a hypothetical solution of size k for the problem, which the algorithm is supposed1077

to compute. Again, G−S has a listM31-partition U . Let U1 be the collection of parts that are1078

independent sets, and U2 be the collection of parts that are cliques. The algorithm first guesses1079

a partition (Y,N) of S′ such that Y = S′∩S and N = S′\S. After this guess, the objective is1080

to compute a set Z of size at most k′ = k−|Y | such that G− (Z∪Y ) has a listM31-partition.1081

Also note that since N is not part of the solution S, G[N ] must have a list M31-partition.1082

Consider the pairs (V1−(S∪S′),V2−(S∪S′)) and (U1−(S∪S′),U2−(S∪S′)) of G−(S∪S′).1083

By Observation 2 we know that the cardinalities of each of the sets (V (V1)∩V (U2))\ (S ∪S′)1084

and (V (V2) ∩ V (U1)) \ (S ∪ S′) are bounded by 3. So now the algorithm guesses the set1085

VC = (V (V1) ∩ V (U2)) \ (S ∪ S′) and VI = (V (V2) ∩ V (U1)) \ (S ∪ S′), each of them having1086

size at most 3. We also guess which part in U each vertex of VI ∪ VC will belong to: Note1087

that these vertices are not meant to be deleted. Suppose in our current guess the vertex1088

v ∈ VI ∪ VC goes to the part i of U . If i /∈ L(v), we discard our current guess. Otherwise,1089

we delete from L(v) all indices except for i. After the guess of VI and VC , any vertex in1090

V (V2) \ VI either belongs to V (U2) or belongs to the hypothetical solution S. Similarly1091

any vertex in V (V1) \ VC either belongs to V (U1) or belongs to the hypothetical solution1092

S. There are at most 4|N | ≤ 4k+1 list M31-partitions of G[N ]. The algorithm now guesses a1093

list M31-partition of G[N ] that is the restriction of the final list M31-partition of G− S, to1094

G[N ]. Since the list M31-partition is fixed, for each vertex v ∈ N , if it is guessed to belong1095

to part Ui in the fixed list M31-partition of G[N ] and if i /∈ L(v) then we discard the guess.1096

Otherwise, we delete from L(v) all indices but i. Consider vertices in V (V1) \ VC . By the1097

above arguments, these vertices will only belong to independent set parts in the final list1098

M31-partition of G− S, or they can be deleted. Therefore, for each such vertex v we delete1099

from L(v) the index of the clique part and only keep indices of the independent set parts.1100

Suppose this results in L(v) becoming empty, and suppose k = 0, then we must discard the1101

current guess. Otherwise, if L(v) is empty and k > 0 then we must delete v and reduce k by1102

1 (Lemma 9). After this reduction all these vertices have lists of size at most 3. On the other1103

hand, vertices in V (V2) \ VI can only belong to the clique part in the final list M31-partition1104

of G− S, or can be deleted. Therefore we can modify the lists of these vertices to have only1105

the indices of the clique part. If this results in a vertex v ∈ V (V2) \ VI to have an empty1106

list, then as before we discard the current guess if k = 0 or else delete v and reduce k by 11107

(Lemma 9). Thus, these lists are of size at most 1.1108

The next step will be to try and reduce the list sizes of the vertices in (V (V1) \ VC) by1109

at least one, since this will result in an instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition.1110

By Proposition 6, we know that Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition is FPT. We let1111

V1 = {V1, V2, V3},V2 = {V4},U1 = {U1, U2, U3},U2 = {U4}. Recall that we know the parts1112

V1, V2, V3, V4 but not the parts U1, U2, U3, U4. In the current scenario, for a vertex v if1113

L(v)∩ {1, 2, 3} 6= ∅ then 4 /∈ L(v). Similarly, if 4 ∈ L(v) then L(v) = {4}. Recall that we are1114

under the assumption that m1,1 = m2,2 = m3,3 = 0 and m4,4 = 1. We do a case analysis1115

over the possibilities of M (see Figure 3 for an overview of these results):1116

Case 1: Suppose one of m1,2,m1,3,m2,3 is 1. We will argue for the case when m1,2 = 1,1117

and the other cases have symmetric arguments. We guess a vertex v ∈ U1. Note that for1118

a neighbour w of v, w cannot belong to U1 and therefore we delete the index 1 from L(w).1119

Similarly, for a non-neighbour w of v, we delete the index 2 from L(w). Thus, for each guess1120
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of v, we have reduced our problem to an instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition.1121

This implies that our problem is a yes instance if and only if one of the polynomially many1122

reduced instances is a yes instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition.1123

Case 2: If m1,2 = m2,3 = m1,3 = ∗, then M31 contains the 3-Colouring matrix as a1124

sub-matrix, which is a contradiction.1125

Case 3: Suppose m1,2 = m2,3 = m1,3 = 0. First consider the case when one of m1,4,m2,4,1126

m3,4 is ∗. We argue for the case when m1,4 = ∗ (other cases are symmetric). Then index1127

1 dominates index 2. This implies that we have reduced our problem to an instance of1128

Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition. Otherwise, m1,4 6= ∗,m2,4 6= ∗,m3,4 6= ∗. Then1129

at least 2 entries amongst m1,4,m2,4,m3,4 are the same. Without loss of generality, let1130

m1,4 = m2,4. Then index 1 dominates index 2. This implies that we have reduced our1131

problem to an instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition.1132

Case 4: In this case, at least one of m1,2,m2,3,m1,3 is 0 and at least one is ∗. Without loss1133

of generality, let m1,2 = ∗,m1,3 = 0.1134

Case 4.1: First suppose m2,3 = 0 and at least one of m2,4 = ∗ or m1,4 = ∗ holds. If1135

m2,4 = ∗ then index 2 dominates index 3 and we have reduced our problem to an instance of1136

Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition. If m1,4 = ∗ then index 1 dominates index 3 and we1137

have reduced our problem to an instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition.1138

Case 4.2: Now suppose m2,3 = 0 and m3,4 = ∗. We will consider further cases depending on1139

the entries m1,4 and m2,4. We recall that none of m1,4 or m2,4 is a ∗, otherwise, it would be1140

covered by the previous cases. Thus, we have the following four cases depending on whether1141

m1,4 and m2,4 are 0 or 1.1142

Case 4.2.1: Suppose m1,4 = 1,m2,4 = 0. A symmetric argument can be given for when1143

m2,4 = 1,m1,4 = 0. In this case, consider the vertices of V4 \ VI . At this point of the1144

algorithm, these vertices only have the index 4 in their list, and these vertices either get1145

deleted or will be in U4. Suppose |V4 \ VI | > k. Then, we know that there is at least one1146

vertex v ∈ V4 ∩ U4, and we guess this vertex v (there are at most n such guesses). Now1147

consider a neighbour w of v such that L(w) ⊆ {1, 2, 3}. Such a neighbour cannot be part1148

of U2 as m2,4 = 0. Thus, for all such neighbours w of v, we delete the index 2 from L(w)1149

and reduce the list size to at most 2. The remaining vertices w with L(w) ⊆ {1, 2, 3} must1150

be non-neighbours of v. Since m1,4 = 1 it must be the case that w cannot belong to U1.1151

Therefore, for all such non-neighbours w of v, we delete the index 1 from L(w) and reduce1152

the list size to at most 2. Thus, we have reduced our problem to an instance of Deletion1153

to 2-List M31-Partition. On the other hand, suppose |V4 \ VI | ≤ k. Then, we guess for1154

each vertex v ∈ V4 \ VI , whether v belongs to U4 or is deleted. For our current guess, if we1155

delete j vertices from V4 \VI then we decrease our parameter k by j. There are 2|V4\VI | ≤ 2k1156

guesses for the fate of the vertices of V4 \ VI . For a fixed guess, we know the vertices of1157

U4. Since m1,4 = 1,m2,4 = 0 and m3,4 = ∗, all common neighbours of U4 can only be in1158

U1 ∪ U3 and therefore the index 2 can be deleted from their lists. Similarly, all common1159

non-neighbours of U4 can only be in U2 ∪ U3 and therefore the index 1 can be deleted from1160

their lists. All remaining vertices have a neighbour and a non-neighbour in U4. Such vertices1161

can only be in U3 and therefore the indices 1 and 2 can be deleted from their lists. Thus,1162

after this reduction, we have an instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition. In total,1163

we have at most 5knO(1) many reduced instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition1164

such that our original instance is a yes instance of List M31-Compression if and only if1165

there is one reduced instance that is a yes instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition.1166

Case 4.2.2: Suppose m1,4 = m2,4 = 0. Let Z4 = {v ∈ V (G) | L(v) = {4}}. Note that in1167
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the current scenario, (i) a vertex v that finally belongs to U4 has L(v) = {4}, and (ii) any1168

vertex v with the index 4 ∈ L(v) must have L(v) = {4} and such a vertex either goes into1169

U4 or gets deleted. Now let H be an auxiliary graph defined as follows: V (H) = V (G) while1170

E(H) = {uv | uv /∈ E(G), u, v ∈ Z4} ∪ {uv | uv ∈ E(G), |{u, v} ∩ Z4| ≤ 1}. In other words,1171

the edges in H remain the same as in G except for when both endpoints lie in Z4; in that1172

case the edges in G[Z4] are deleted and the non-edges of G[Z4] are introduced to construct H.1173

Note that the current instance of Deletion to List M-Partition is a yes instance if and1174

only if (H,L, k) is a yes instance of 2-DB. Thus, by Observation 4 our problem Deletion1175

to List M-Partition is FPT.1176

Case 4.2.3: Suppose m1,4 = m2,4 = 1. Let Z4 = {v ∈ V (G) | L(v) = {4}}. Again, in1177

the current scenario, (i) a vertex v that finally belongs to U4 has L(v) = {4}, and (ii) any1178

vertex v with the index 4 ∈ L(v) must have L(v) = {4} and such a vertex either goes into1179

U4 or gets deleted. Now let H be an auxiliary graph defined as follows: V (H) = V (G) while1180

E(H) = {uv | uv /∈ E(G), |{u, v} ∩ Z4| ≥ 1} ∪ {uv | uv ∈ E(G), |{u, v} ∩ Z4| = 0}. In other1181

words, the edges in H remain the same as in G except for when at least one endpoint lies in1182

Z4; in that case all edges in G incident to Z4 are deleted and all non-edges of G incident to1183

Z4 are introduced to construct H. Note that the current instance of Deletion to List1184

M-Partition is a yes instance if and only if (H,L, k) is a yes instance of 2-DB. Thus, by1185

Observation 4 our problem Deletion to List M-Partition is FPT.1186

Otherwise, m1,4,m2,4,m3,4 are not ∗, and at least two of these entries are the same. We1187

further consider the cases based on the values of m1,4,m2,4 and m3,4.1188

Case 4.3.1: Suppose m2,3 = 0 and one of m1,4 = m3,4 or m2,4 = m3,4 holds. We only1189

consider the case when m1,4 = m3,4 (other case can be handled analogously). In this case1190

the index 1 dominates the index 3. And, thus in this case, we can obtain an FPT algorithm1191

by reducing it to an instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition.1192

From the above we can assume that when m2,3 = 0, none of m1,4 = m3,4 or m2,4 = m3,41193

holds. Moreover, since m1,4,m2,4,m3,4 ∈ {0, 1}, at least two of them must be equal. From1194

the above we can conclude that m1,4 = m2,4 and m1,4 6= m3,4. Now we consider cases based1195

on whether m1,4 is 1 or 0.1196

Case 4.3.2: Suppose m2,3 = 0, m1,4 = m2,4 = 1,m3,4 = 0. Recall that we are in the case1197

when m1,2 = ∗,m1,3 = 0. Consider the vertices of V4 \ VI . At this point of the algorithm,1198

these vertices only have the index 4 in their list, and these vertices either get deleted or will1199

be in U4. Suppose |V4 \ VI | > k. Then, we know that there is at least one vertex v ∈ V4 ∩U4.1200

Guess such a vertex v and do as follows. Note that there are at most n possible guesses for1201

v. Since m1,4 = 1, m3,4 = 0 and since v ∈ V4 ∩ U4, a vertex in V3 \ VC cannot belong to1202

U1. Therefore, we delete the index 1 from the list of such a vertex. By similar arguments, a1203

vertex in V1 \ VC cannot belong to U3 and we delete 3 from the list of such a vertex. The1204

same arguments can be made for vertices of V3 \ VC belonging to U2, and for vertices of1205

V2 \ VC belonging to U3. Thus, we have reduced our problem to an instance of Deletion1206

to 2-List M31-Partition. On the other hand, suppose |V4 \ VI | ≤ k. Then, we guess for1207

each vertex v ∈ V4 \ VI , whether v belongs to U4 or is deleted. For our current guess, if we1208

delete j vertices from V4 \VI then we decrease our parameter k by j. There are 2|V4\VI | ≤ 2k1209

guesses for the fate of the vertices of V4 \ VI . For a fixed guess, we know the vertices of1210

U4. In light of Remark 10, we can assume that U4 6= ∅, for otherwise the problem reduces1211

to Deletion to List M ′-partition, where M ′ is the 3 × 3 matrix obtained from our1212

M31 matrix by deleting its fourth row and column. Since m1,4 = m2,4 = 1 and m3,4 = 0,1213

all common neighbours of U4 can only be in U1 ∪ U2 and therefore the index 3 can be1214

deleted from their lists. Similarly, all common non-neighbours of U4 can only be in U3 and1215
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therefore the indices 1 and 2 can be deleted from their lists. All remaining vertices have a1216

neighbour and a non-neighbour in U4 and therefore must be deleted and for each such deleted1217

vertex the parameter k is decreased by 1. Thus, after this reduction, we have an instance of1218

Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition. In total, we have at most 5knO(1) reduced instances1219

of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition such that our original instance is a yes instance of1220

List M31-Compression if and only if there is one reduced instance that is a yes instance of1221

Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition.1222

Case 4.3.3: Suppose m2,3 = 0, m1,4 = m2,4 = 0,m3,4 = 1. Consider the vertices of V4 \ VI .1223

These vertices either get deleted or will be in U4. Suppose |V4 \ VI | > k. Then, we know1224

that there should be at least one vertex v ∈ V4 ∩ U4. Guess such a vertex v. There are at1225

most n possible guesses, and for each guess do as follows. Since m1,4 = 0, m3,4 = 1 and since1226

v ∈ V4 ∩ U4, a vertex in V1 \ VC cannot belong to U3. Therefore, we can delete the index 31227

from the list of such a vertex. By similar arguments, a vertex in V3 \ VC cannot belong to1228

U1 and we can delete the index 1 from the list of such a vertex. The same arguments can1229

be made for vertices of V3 \ VC belonging to U2, and for vertices of V2 \ VC belonging to U3.1230

Thus, we have reduced our problem to an instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition.1231

On the other hand, suppose |V4 \VI | ≤ k. Then, we guess for each vertex v ∈ V4 \VI , whether1232

v belongs to U4 or is deleted. For our current guess, if we delete j vertices from V4 \ VI1233

then we decrease our parameter k by j. There are 2|V4\VI | ≤ 2k guesses for the fate of the1234

vertices of V4 \ VI . For a fixed guess, we know the vertices of U4. As in the previous case, we1235

can assume that U4 6= ∅, because of Remark 10. Since m1,4 = m2,4 = 0 and m3,4 = 1, all1236

common neighbours of U4 can only be in U3 and therefore the indices 1, 2 can be deleted1237

from their lists. Similarly, all common non-neighbours of U4 can only be in U1 ∪ U2 and1238

therefore the index 3 can be deleted from their lists. All remaining vertices have a neighbour1239

and a non-neighbour in U4. Therefore each such vertex must be deleted and the parameter1240

k decreased by 1 for each such vertex. Thus, after this reduction, we have an instance of1241

Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition. Since we are making at most 5knO(1) guesses, we1242

have at most 5knO(1) reduced instances of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition such that1243

our original instance is a yes instance of List M31-Compression if and only if there is one1244

reduced instance that is a yes instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition.1245

Now we consider cases where m2,3 = ∗.1246

Case 4.4.1: Suppose m2,3 = ∗ and one of m1,4 = ∗, m3,4 = ∗ or m1,4 = m3,4 holds. If1247

m1,4 = ∗ then index 1 dominates index 3, and if m3,4 = ∗ then index 3 dominates index1248

1. In both cases, we have reduced our problem to an instance of Deletion to 2-List1249

M31-Partition. Otherwise, if m1,4 = m3,4, then index 1 dominates index 3 and again we1250

have reduced our problem to an instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition.1251

In the following cases we can assume without loss of generality thatm1,4 = 0 andm3,4 = 1.1252

Now we do case analysis on the value of m2,4.1253

Case 4.4.2: Let m2,3 = ∗,m1,4 = 0,m3,4 = 1,m2,4 = ∗. Recall that we are still under the1254

assumption that m1,2 = ∗,m1,3 = 0. Consider the vertices of V4 \ VI . These vertices either1255

get deleted or will be in U4. Suppose |V4 \ VI | > k. Then, we know that there is at least one1256

vertex v̂ ∈ V4 ∩ U4. We guess this vertex v̂. There are at most n such guesses. Note that at1257

this point of the algorithm, L(v̂) = {4}. Since m1,4 = 0, m3,4 = 1 and since v̂ ∈ V4 ∩ U4, a1258

vertex in V1 \ VC cannot belong to U3. Therefore, we can delete the index 3 from the list of1259

such a vertex. By similar arguments, a vertex in V3 \ VC cannot belong to U1 and we can1260

delete the index 1 from the list of such a vertex. After this, only vertices of V2 \ VC can have1261

lists of size 3. Let A be the subset of vertices in V3 \ VC that are neighbours to v̂ and B be1262

the set of vertices in V3 \ VC that are non-neighbours to v̂. As m1,4 = 0, a vertex from A1263
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cannot belong to U1 and therefore, the index 1 can be deleted from its list. Similarly, since1264

m3,4 = 1, a vertex from B cannot belong to U3 and the index 3 can be deleted from its list.1265

Thus, we have reduced our problem to an instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition.1266

Since there are at most n guesses for the vertex v̂ ∈ V4 ∩ U4, we create at most n reduced1267

instances of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition such that our original instance is a yes1268

instance of List M31-Compression if and only if there is one reduced instance that is a yes1269

instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition. On the other hand, suppose |V4 \ VI | ≤ k.1270

Then, we guess for each vertex v ∈ V4 \ VI , whether v belongs to U4 or is deleted. For our1271

current guess, if we delete j vertices from V4 \ VI then we decrease our parameter k by j.1272

There are 2|V4\VI | ≤ 2k guesses for the fate of the vertices of V4 \ VI . Again, we assume1273

that U4 6= ∅ because of Remark 10. For a fixed guess, we know the vertices of U4. Since1274

m1,4 = 0,m3,4 = 1 and m2,4 = ∗, all vertices with a neighbour in U4 can only be in U2 ∪ U31275

and therefore the index 1 can be deleted from their lists. Similarly, a vertex that has no1276

neighbours in U4 can only be in U1 ∪ U2 and therefore the index 3 can be deleted from their1277

lists. Thus, we have an instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition. In total, we1278

have 5knO(1) many reduced instances of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition such that1279

our original instance is a yes instance of List M31-Compression if and only if there is one1280

reduced instance that is a yes instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition.1281

Case 4.4.3: Let m2,3 = ∗,m1,4 = 0,m3,4 = 1,m2,4 = 0. Recall that we are still under the1282

assumption that m1,2 = ∗,m1,3 = 0. Consider the vertices of V4 \ VI . These vertices either1283

get deleted or will be in U4. Suppose |V4 \ VI | > k. Then, we know that there is at least one1284

vertex v ∈ V4 ∩ U4. We guess that vertex v. There are at most n guesses. Since m1,4 = 0,1285

m3,4 = 1 and since v ∈ V4 ∩ U4, a vertex in V1 \ VC cannot belong to U3. Therefore, we can1286

remove the index 3 from the list of such a vertex. By similar arguments, a vertex in V3 \ VC1287

cannot belong to U1 and we can remove the index 1 from the list of such a vertex. The same1288

arguments can be made for vertices of V3 \ VC belonging to U2, and for vertices of V2 \ VC1289

belonging to U3. Thus, we have reduced our problem to an instance of Deletion to 2-List1290

M31-Partition. On the other hand, suppose |V4 \ VI | ≤ k. Then, we guess for each vertex1291

v ∈ V4 \ VI , whether v belongs to U4 or is deleted. For our current guess, if we delete j1292

vertices from V4 \ VI then we decrease our parameter k by j. There are 2|V4\VI | ≤ 2k guesses1293

for the fate of the vertices of V4 \ VI . For a fixed guess, we know the vertices of U4. Again,1294

we assume that U4 6= ∅. Since m1,4 = m2,4 = 0 and m3,4 = 1, all common neighbours of U41295

can only be in U3 and therefore the indices 1, 2 can be deleted from their lists. Similarly,1296

all common non-neighbours of U4 can only be in U1 ∪ U2 and therefore the index 3 can be1297

deleted from their lists. For any remaining vertex w, w has a neighbour and a non-neighbour1298

in U4. Therefore w must be deleted and the parameter k must be decreased by 1. Thus,1299

after this reduction, we have an instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition. In total,1300

we have at most 5knO(1) many reduced instances of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition1301

such that our original instance is a yes instance of List M31-Compression if and only if1302

there is one reduced instance that is a yes instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition.1303

Case 4.4.4: Let m2,3 = ∗,m1,4 = 0,m3,4 = 1,m2,4 = 1. Recall that we are still under the1304

assumption that m1,2 = ∗,m1,3 = 0. Consider the vertices of V4 \ VI . These vertices either1305

get deleted or will be in U4. Suppose |V4 \ VI | > k. Then, we know that there is at least1306

one vertex v ∈ V4 ∩ U4. As in the previous cases, we guess such a vertex v. Since m1,4 = 0,1307

m3,4 = 1 and since v ∈ V4 ∩ U4, a vertex in V1 \ VC cannot belong to U3. Therefore, we can1308

delete the index 3 from the list of such a vertex. By similar arguments, a vertex in V3 \ VC1309

cannot belong to U1 and we can delete the index 1 from the list of such a vertex. The same1310

arguments can be made for vertices of V1 \ VC belonging to U2, and for vertices of V2 \ VC1311
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Description/(Representative) Matrix Class Proof

Contains the 3-Coloring matrix as a sub matrix para-NP-hard Lemma 27
(Also see Lemma 33-Case 1)

At least one off-diagonal entry is 1 FPT Proposition 6
0 0 ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ 0 0
∗ ∗ 0 0

 FPT Lemma 33-Case 2


0 0 0 ∗
0 0 0 ∗
0 0 0 ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ 0

,


0 0 ∗ ∗
0 0 0 ∗
∗ 0 0 0
∗ ∗ 0 0

 FPT Lemma 33-Case 3

M2db =


0 ∗ 0 0
∗ 0 0 0
0 0 0 ∗
0 0 ∗ 0

,


0 0 ∗ ∗
0 0 0 0
∗ 0 0 0
∗ 0 0 0

 FPT Lemma 33-Case 4
(and Observation 4)


0 0 ∗ 0
0 0 0 0
∗ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 FPT Lemma 33-Case 5


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 FPT Lemma 33-Case 6

Figure 4 An overview of our results for matrices of order 4× 4 for the case when all diagonal
entires are 0s. (Complement or equivalent matrices are not shown.) Each row of the table only
considers matrices that are not covered by the previous rows.

belonging to U1. Thus, we have reduced our problem to an instance of Deletion to 2-List1312

M31-Partition. On the other hand, suppose |V4 \ VI | ≤ k. Then, we guess for each vertex1313

v ∈ V4 \ VI , whether v belongs to U4 or is deleted. For our current guess, if we delete j1314

vertices from V4 \ VI then we decrease our parameter k by j. There are 2|V4\VI | ≤ 2k guesses1315

for the fate of the vertices of V4 \ VI . Again, we assume that U4 6= ∅ because of Remark 10.1316

For a fixed guess, we know the vertices of U4. Since m1,4 = 0,m2,4 = m3,4 = 1, all common1317

neighbours of U4 can only be in U3 ∪ U4 and therefore the index 1 can be deleted from their1318

lists. Similarly, all common non-neighbours of U4 can only be in U1 and therefore the indices1319

3, 4 can be deleted from their lists. Consider a remaining vertex w. The vertex w has a1320

neighbour and a non-neighbour in U4. Therefore, w must be deleted and the parameter k1321

must be decreased by 1. Thus, after this reduction, we have an instance of Deletion to1322

2-List M31-Partition. In total, we have 5knO(1) reduced instances of Deletion to 2-List1323

M31-Partition such that our original instance is a yes instance of List M31-Compression1324

if and only if there is one reduced instance that is a yes instance of Deletion to 2-List1325

M31-Partition.1326

From the above case analysis, we conclude that on fixing guesses for VC , VI and an M31-1327

partition of G[N ] we reduce our List M31-Compression problem to at most 5knO(1)
1328

instances of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition, such that our original List M31-1329

Compression instance is a yes instance if and only if one of the reduced instances is1330

a yes instance of Deletion to 2-List M31-Partition. Since by Proposition 6, Deletion1331

to 2-List M31-Partition is FPT and since there are polynomially many guesses that are1332

being made, the List M31-Compression problem is FPT. J1333
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F.3 FPT Algorithm for Deletion to List M40-Partition1334

Finally, we consider the Deletion to List M40-Partition problem, where M40 is a matrix1335

that has all four diagonal entries as 0. In Figure 4, we give an overview of these results.1336

I Lemma 33. For a Deletion to List M40-Partition problem, if M40 does not contain1337

an equivalent matrix of Mcol (or its complement) as a sub-matrix. Then the problem is FPT.1338

Otherwise, the problem is para-NP-hard.1339

Proof. For a matrix M40, graph G and positive integer k, we want to determine if there1340

is a vertex set S of size at most k such that G− S has a list M40-partition {V1, V2, V3, V4}.1341

We also know that in order to be a list M40-partition, the partition must have each part Vi,1342

1 ≤ i ≤ 4, as an independent set.1343

It is enough to consider problems where the input matrix does not contain the 3-1344

Colouring matrix as a sub-matrix. In the remainder of the proof, we assume that M does1345

not contain an equivalent matrix of Mcol (or its complement) as a sub-matrix. When all1346

4 parts are independent sets, then the proof is very similar to that of Theorem 6.2 of [20].1347

In the theorem, all cases where the input matrix has at least one off-diagonal entry as 1,1348

can be reduced to polynomially many instances of Deletion to 2-List M40-Partition1349

problems. By Proposition 6, the Deletion to 2-List M40-Partition is FPT. Therefore1350

all Deletion to List M40-Partition problems, where the input matrix M40 has at least1351

one off-diagonal entry as 1 and does not have the 3-Colouring matrix as a sub-matrix, are1352

FPT. The remaining cases are on Deletion to List M40-Partition problems where all1353

off-diagonal entries are either 0 or ∗. Since the input matrix M40 is a symmetric matrix, we1354

will only be distinguishing cases according to the lower triangular sub-matrix ML of M40. In1355

most of the cases our strategy is to reduce the list sizes using Proposition 5; if the list sizes1356

of each vertex become at most 2 then we apply Proposition 6 to show that in the considered1357

case the problem is FPT.1358

Case 1. If at most one off-diagonal entry ofML is 0, the 3-Colouring matrix is a sub-matrix1359

of M and therefore this case is para-NP-hard.1360

Case 2. Suppose exactly two off-diagonal entries of ML are 0s. Let mi1,j1 and mi2,j2 be1361

these two off-diagonal 0 entries. First, since these are off-diagonal entries, we have ii 6= j11362

and i2 6= j2. Now, if the four indices i1, i2, j1, j2 are not pairwise distinct, then M contains1363

the 3-Colouring matrix as a sub-matrix. (To see this, if two of the indices are equal, say,1364

if i1 = j2, then the sub-matrix of M obtained by removing the i1th row and column is the1365

3-Colouring matrix.) Thus, i1, i2, j1, j2 are all distinct. Then index i1 dominates j1 and1366

index i2 dominates j2. Therefore, by Proposition 5, this Deletion to List M40-Partition1367

problem becomes a Deletion to 2-List M40-Partition problem and hence is FPT.1368

Case 3. Suppose exactly three off-diagonal entries of ML that are 0s. Notice that in this1369

case we have exactly three off-diagonal entries as ∗s and exactly three off-diagonal entries are1370

0s. We will analyse this case by considering K4 (clique on four vertices), where each vertex1371

denotes a part and the edges are annotated with an element from {0, ∗}, which represents the1372

corresponding off-diagonal entry. That is, we let V (K4) = {z1, z2, z3, z4}, where zi represents1373

the part i, for i ∈ [4], and E(K4) = {zizj | i, j ∈ [4], i 6= j}. For (distinct) zi, zj ∈ V (K4), we1374

set ann(zizj) = mi,j . For i ∈ [4], we let xiann = |{j ∈ [4] \ {i} | ann(zizj) = ∗}|. Note that for1375

every i ∈ [4], xiann ≤ 3. Firstly, we consider the case when there is i ∈ [4] such that xiann = 3.1376

Let Î = [4] \ {i}. For every distinct j, j′ ∈ Î, we have that j dominates j′. Now we apply1377

Proposition 5 to reduce the list size for each vertex to at most 2. We can now obtain an1378

FPT algorithm for the case using Proposition 6. Hereafter, we assume that for each i ∈ [4],1379
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we have xiann < 3. If there is a subset X ⊆ V (K4) of size 3 such that for each zz′ ∈ K4[X],1380

we have ann(zz′) = ∗, then notice that M has a matrix equivalent to Mcol as a submatrix.1381

Thus, we assume that there is no such X. We now consider the remaining case, which is1382

not covered by any of the previous cases. Notice that the maximum matching size of K4 is1383

exactly two and we are in the case when there are exactly three off-diagonal entries which1384

are ∗s. Thus, there exists i ∈ [4], such that xiann = 2. Let j1, j2, j3 be distinct integers in1385

[4] \ {i} such that ann(zizj1) = ann(zizj2) = ∗ and ann(zizj3) = 0. Note that ann(zj1zj2) = 01386

(otherwise, we have a triangle with all edges annotated with ∗s). Without loss of generality1387

we assume that ann(zj1zj3) = ∗ and ann(zj2zj3) = 0. Note that in the above case i dominates1388

j3 and j1 dominates j2. Again we reduce the list size for each vertex to at most 2 by using1389

Proposition 5 and obtain an FPT algorithm by using Proposition 6.1390

Case 4. Suppose exactly four off-diagonal entries of ML are 0s. If the remaining two ∗1391

entries of ML do not have a common row or a common column, then M40 is equivalent to1392

the 2-DB matrix. And then by Observation 4, the problem is FPT. Otherwise, without loss1393

of generality, the two ∗ entries have a common row i1. Let the respective columns be i2 and1394

i3. Let the remaining index be i4. Then index i1 dominates i4 and index i2 dominates i3.1395

Therefore, the problem becomes a Deletion to 2-List M40-Partition.1396

Case 5. At most one off-diagonal entry of ML is ∗. Let i1 and i2 be the row and column of1397

this entry, respectively. Let the other two row indices be i3 and i4. Then index i1 dominates1398

i3 and index i2 dominates i4. Therefore, the problem becomes a Deletion to 2-List1399

M40-Partition and is FPT.1400

Case 6. All the off-diagonal entries of ML are 0. Let index 1 dominates index 2 and index 31401

dominates index 4. Therefore, the problem becomes a Deletion to 2-List M40-Partition1402

problem and is FPT.1403

Thus, all Deletion to List M40-Partition problems, where the input matrix M has1404

all diagonal entries as 0 and does not have a sub-matrix equivalent to the 3-Colouring1405

matrix (or its complement), are FPT. J1406
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